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I'm putting thi s issue
together after just having
returned from Mexpeleo
'95, which gives me cause
to reflect on the state of
caving in Texas. I'd been
caving in Mexico three
times last year, and on each
trip, found myself overj oyed to be exploring some rather
"puny" Mexican caves.
This, to me, is the conundrum- the size, grandeur and
glory of Mexican caves tend to overshadow their Texas counterparts, but yet there is still so much caving to be done here
at home. I know this is not a new issue with Texas cavers, so
excuse my repeating of a well known fact. It is, however,
something we all should be mindful of.
With the new year upon me, I, for one, am renewing my
commitment to the discovery and exploration of Texas caves .
There are literally millions of acres of karst to be covered yet
in thi s state, and despite the difficulty of access to much of it,
it's still a worthwhile cause. Remember, if we don ' t know a
cave exists, we can' t protect it.
There are quite a few cavers doing good work in the area
of landow ner n:lations and cave access right now, but there's
always plenty to be done. Felicia and I have found during our
ramblings about the hill country that more locals are willing
and even eager to discuss caves than we had thought. We
haven ' t been shot stopping by the side of the road to talk to
ranch hands, yet, and being friendly has yielded us some
good results. The main point- and I mainly stress this to new
cavers- is being responsible and not screwing a good contact
up .
Ranchers are usually nice fo lks, but they' re business
people and they have work to do. If they say "Meet me at the
gate at nine a.m.," don ' t show up at nine thirty. If you say
"Please," "Thank you," "Yessir," and "Nosir," and you don' t
fo rget to lock the gate behind you , chances are, you ' ll be welcome back again and again. Just a personal recommendation
of mine, leave the beer at home. What's a dedicated explorer
doi ng drinking on an expediti on, anyway? Save it, and the
partyi ng for the campground . I've heard of some caves being
closed by owners who just got fed up with the antics. Oh, and
please. Don't trespass! you get caught once, and you screw
it up for the whole lot of us.
Anyway, now that I'm done preaching, I' ll ask all you
Mex ico cavers to join me in renewing your fervor for those
puny Texas caves-- and don' t forget to write it down! Thi s is
your magazine, and if you want to see a parti cul ar piece in
pri nt, the surest way is to write it yourself. Get out there, fi nd
a cave, explore it, map it, and send it all in fo r publicati on.
And remember, no matter how grim the craw lways get, you
are still a Texas Caver. . -
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Letter From the
Chair

by Chris Vreeland

The new board thanks everyone who has
given us the opportunity to finish up some of the
TSA's projects by serving a second year in office.
For those who were unable to attend the meeting
at TOR, all board members who stood for re-election were re-elected. Thanks from each of us .
There are some large issues facing the TSA
right now, and these are a few of them:
Should we or shouldn't we become a non-profit organization? We all realize it has some specific benefits, but what will it mean in extra bookkeeping responsibilities, and will it be worth it?
How should the money for publications be
divided between the Newsletter and the Texas
Caver'? Both are very pricey undertakings . Both
have a specific benefit to the cavers in Texas.
Should the TSA attempt to offer any guidance
through the Cave Rescue discussions , or should it
"sit quietly" to the side and merely request the
members to maintain civility among themselves
as the issues are presented? Is there anything
the TSA can offer to NCRC in terms of defining
just how NCRC might better serve cavers in
Texas?
Is it possible to develop new direction for the
Safety &: Rescue and Conservation committees so
that their existence has meaning in the midl990s? This is a valid question to consider,
because many of the functions originally placed
under the consideration of these committees have
now been taken over by independent, free-standing, caver and non-caver managed organizations.
These are some of the issues that your new
board will be examining in the months to come.
We'll be doing this in addition
to planning the winter meeting, the spring convention, a Labor Day project, and trying our best
to support the Editors (all three of them! ). So
please, have patience with us (we're only volunteers, after all), and do not hesitate to let us
know what your individual slant is on these
issues . For myself, please feel free to call me and
tell me directly in what ways you would like to
see the TSA serve the cavers of Tex as .

December 1995

Cathy Winfrey,

TSA Chairperson
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Minutes of the Texas Speleological Association
Meeting, October 22, 1995
Flat Creek Ranch, Texas
hy Gary Napper
The meeting was ca ll ed to order by C hairperson Cath y
Winfrey Sunday mornin g at I 0: 15 A.M. at the 1995 Texas
Cavcrs ' Reunion . Approx im ately 25 members were in attenda nce, and all officers were present. The minutes of the previou s meeting were read by Secreta ry Gary Napper and were
accepted as read. Next, the treasurer 's report was read by
C hri sta McLe land , Treasurer, who reported a balance of
$ 1632.00 before the TCR. She also reported a total of
$ 108 .00 in the TSA Land Acquis iti on Fund , and an anti cipated donatio n o f about $500.00. Treas urer 's repo rt was accepted as read . App roxi mate ly 475 cavers were in attendance at
TCR.
Stand in g Co mmittee reports co mm enced with Jay
Jo rden. Publi cat io ns Co mmittee C hair, who reported the success fu l publi ca ti o n o f the June Texas Caver, the first iss ue
under th e new editorshi p. He menti o ned several upco ming
arti cles and refe rred part ic ul arl y to art icles on E- mail data
tran smissio n. He estimated that there are now about fifty peopl e o n th e Austin area cavers' net, which has in effect become
statew ide. T he info rm ati on o n thi s net is also avai lab le for
Cover and Newsleller usc. The grotto coiTespondent program has been slow to start , but several are now active.
Alex Vi ll ago mez report ed fo r the Safety and Rescue
Co mmitt ee th at the resc ue sti cke rs and wallet cards had been
produ c<.:d. He sa id that safety and resc ue-related articl es are
ready to appear in th e nex t Cave r. He re layed news of the
Kre idl er Funera l Home's new "800" number, and discussed
it s ramifi cati ons for TSA. includi ng the need for new cards
w ith th <.: "800 .. number. and specul ated about the need to ca ll

Cost to Host Meetings

1996 TSA Budget
The out go in g board and the incoming board have
cxa min cd th <.: costs. and C hri sta and Cathy have assembl<.:d thi s budget in an e llort to see where the TSA
moni es arc li ke ly to go thi s year. If the numbers look
large . it 's because they are. but they are also fairly realisti c.

Publications
Nnrsleller
kras C(/\·e r

40/mo x 12
500/iss ue x 4

480
2000

160/mo x 12
85/iss ue x 4

225
1920
340
100

Posta ge
Fees for box ~ permit s
Ne ll ·sleller Postage
Te.ras Ca rer Postage
Asso rt ed postage

10~

cavers on the resc ue call-down list directl y from Mexico.
Alex repeated that suggestions and especially suggestions
with help are still welcome. Rescue and technical clinics are
sti ll in preparation. Alex has been contacting fire departments to discuss rescue coordination, and even went so far as
to j o in the Blanco Volunteer Fire Dept. . He's now approaching the Wimberely Dept.. , and encouraged other cavers to
contac t area fire departments.
Cathy Winfrey announced th at the Conservation
Committee is still vacant and repeated a call for volunteers.
Carl Ponebshek volunteered, and the Conservation
Committee now has a chairperson for the first time in nearly
five years.
Under "ad hoc" committees, Gill Ediger reported for the
Constitutional Revis ion s Committee. Some proposed
changes have been prepared , but most of the committee's
work is on hold pending the outcome of efforts seeking incorporati on and non-profit status.
Project reports began with George Veni reporting that the
nex t Powell 's Cave Project work weekend will be October
27. There is still plenty of survey and exploration work to do.
The new survey has now reached 23 .I miles, and parts of the
previously surveyed cave remain to re-survey. The length is
now realistically within reach of overtaking Honey Creek's
place as the longest Texas Cave. Lots of volunteers are still
needed and welcome. The culvert is now on site, and negotiations with some local resi dents may lead to donation of use
of a crane to pl ace it. Money has been coming in from various sources to reimburse TSA for money fronted to move the
cul vert.

Winter Meeting
Spring Convention
Labor Day Project
Adverti sing

400
3000
400
100

Project Support
Powell entrance
Cave Rescue Stickers

400
90

Symbolic Devices

400

Administration

150
$ 10,005

Submitted by
Cathy Winfrey, Chairman
C hri sta McLeland, Treasurer
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Keith Heuss reported that the Colorado Bend Proj ect has
re-started as of October, with Dale Barnard and Terry
Hol singer as co-managers. Work weekends are planned on
the second weekend of each month through next June. To
Volunteer or for more information, contact Terry or Dale.
George Veni also reported for the Government Canyon
Project. Work has slowed down, probably because of restrictions on digging and the lack of any really large caves among
the 26 so far found on the property. 12 sites have just been
cleared by archeologists for digging, and surveys of already
discovered caves are ongoing. These are small caves, ideal
for beginning surveyors. Currently, mostly local San Antonio
cavers are participating, with a few Austin cavers joining in.
The next work session will probably be in January, dates to
be announced .
Under old business, the secretary reported on our ongoing inquiries on the 501 (c) 3 status. Consultations with an
attorney persuaded the secretary that we should instead initi ally focus on incorporation as a non-profit corporation. A
suggestion was made that the Center for Non-profit
Corporations in Dallas might be contacted for help. Jay
Jorden explained that we're not included under the NSS 's
incorporation, and it was pointed out that many other NSS
internal organizations are incorporated in their own right.
(The meeting was interrupted at thi s point by an
impromptu aerobatics performance, which captivated the
attention of all present for the next 15 to 20 minutes.)
It was moved and seconded that the officers be instructed to pursue incorporation under the Texas Non-Profit
Corporation Act. Motion was approved by acclamation. The
officers were also instructed to determine how or whether the
individual grottos can be included in such incorporation , and
to look into asking the grottos to help pay the cost.
Chairperson Winfrey next discussed renewal of our
Memorandum of Understanding with the Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department. TPW has asked for a renewal of the
agreement, and the officers have examined and discussed a
draft of the agreement, provided by Ron Ralph. Cathy stated her intention to renew the agreement, and no objections
were forthcoming from the membership .
A brief account of the Congress of Grottos at the 1995
NSS Convention was given by Secretary Gary Napper. The
COG has devolved into even more of a formality than before,
since a procedural change now provides for written ballots to
be mailed in before the actual Congress, or collected before
the meeting begins.
The next item of old bu siness was the proposed By-Laws
amendment. Some minor wording changes were explained
by Secretary Gary Napper, and Chairperson Cathy Winfrey
elaborated on the confusion and problems with the name as
published in the original version . Objections to another level
of bureaucracy were voiced, and questions about the structure of the board and alternative suggesti ons for ways to handle such funds were raised. Chairperson Winfrey capabl y
responded to these questions and objections, and it was
moved and seconded to accept the amendment. The amend-
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ment was accepted by vote of 22 to 0.
It was announced by Treasurer Christa McLeland that
the patches had been made and are avai lable for sale. Pat
Copeland has them for sale at registration, or they can be
obtained by contacting the Treasurer or other officers.
Gill Ediger reiterated hi s suggestion that the TSA rei nstitute the TSA bookstore at TSA events and TCR, and pointed out a large tent available for that purpose. Any interested
volunteer should contact Gill or the Secretary or other officers.
Eddie Yonemoto at this time presented $55.00 from the
Houston Grotto to help reimburse TSA for expenses incurred
in moving the culvert to the Powell 's Cave entrance.
New Business began with an announcement from Carl
Ponebshek that Bexar Grotto had acquired Robber Baron
Cave and property surrounding the entrance, and that it had
been turned over to TCMA for management. General
applause greeted this announcement. Bob Cowell will be the
contact person in San Antonio. Much ongoing work, particularly grounds maintenance, can use additional help.
Chairperson Cathy Winfrey then discussed the ongoi ng
effort to put the TSA's official business on a calendar-year
basis. The membership has already been put on the calendaryear basis, and it is seen as desirable that budgeting, officers '
terms and other official functions be simil arl y coordin ated.
Thi s should especially ease the transi tion of TSA officers in
the period between TCR and the Winter meeting. The opinion was expressed that no official action is necessary to
implement thi s policy, and with no objections voiced, the
policy was considered adopted.
It was next moved that the price of fo reign subscriptions
to the Texas Caver be increased to reflect actual costs. This
was based mainly on postage price increases. It was pointed
out by data base manager Gill Ediger that onl y one foreign
subscriber currently receives the Caver. Motion was tabled.
Election of officers for the 1996 calendar year followed .
Results were:
Chairperson, Cathy Winfrey
Vice-chair, Barbe Barker and Dave McClung, to
serve jointly
Secretary, Gary Napper
Treasurer, Christa McLeland
Elective Land Acqui sition Board Member, Joann
DeLuna
All of these officers ran unopposed and all were elected
by acclamation . Terms are to begin on January I, 1996 .
Subsequent to the elections, Chairperson Cathy Winfrey
announced the appointment of Jay Jorden as the ap poi ntive
member of the TSA Land Acqui sition Board .
George Veni next annou nced the publication of The
Caves of Carta Valley by The Texas Speleological Survey,
which is availabl e for sale for $ 15 .00. He added that the TSS
office is moving from James Reddell 's office to a different
building on the Pi ckle Campus at UT Austin . A second TSS
Technical Workshop is being planned for someti me after the
I st of the year. Hi gh-tech communication and data han dling
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J<oj'al Ked::.ierski in Sweet Cave CBSP photo by Dale
/Jam ard

Correc ti on to the li st of caving contacts, printed in the June
95 Texas 'aver. The Co lorado Bend State Park Contacts are
Da le Barnard at (5 12) 452-5709 440 I Park wood Austin Tx.
7X7!.2 e- mail : barn ard ro fc. net and Terry Holsinger (512)
443 -424 1 I0071\ Milford way Austin Tx. 78745.

continued from last page
as related to caving information are expected to
be among the topics to be discussed. The TSS
continues to encourage cavers to submit maps
and other cave data for TSS files.
Mike Wal sh announced that the Texas
Cave Conservancy is now over a year old.
Landowner contacts are increasing, especially
in west Texas, and caving opportunities are
many. He reported on progress made under the
memorandum of understanding to which TSA is
a party, signed at the Camp Wood TSA winter
meeting in February. The memorandum is
expected to be renewed for the coming year. He
presented to the membership a copy of an
October 1995 Texas Highways article on TSA!fCC activities
in the Camp Wood area. Arrangements with individual grottos to participate in projects in the Camp Wood area were
described, and interested grottos should contact Mike.
Secretary Gary Napper announced that back issues of the
Caver are available, as well as current issues to replace those
sent but not received.
Meeting was adjourned at II :45 A.M . . -

BOB & BOB
"Cavers Serving Cavers"
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•
•
•
•
•
•
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The Coordinator's Corner
by Joe Ivy
As Texas Regional Coordinator of the National Cave
Rescue Commission, my job description includes the facilitation of cave rescue training and dissemination of cave-rescue related information. The "Coordinator 's Corner" is one
of the ways in which I am working to accomplish these goals.
The NCRC Level I & II Courses held back in September
went very well. We had a total of 38 students, with cavers
being most of the Level II class. I think that everybody had a
good time and learned a lot. I realize that the reminder about
that course in this column came out after the course was
over, but it was also advertised in the TSA Activities
Newsletter. The next big NCRC training event that will happen will be the National Week long Seminar held in Jasper,
Arkansas, in the Summer of 1996. I will provide more details
here as soon as I have them . It should be a really cool course
since Arkansas has lots of really cool caves!
Last time, we covered the basics of prep Ianning for selfrescue. The next step is to learn a little about the techniques
necessary to avoid things that cause a need for self-rescue. As
a reminder, I'm still open to any grotto that wants to do selfrescue training in their hometown. Just call me or email me,
and we'll figure out the dates that work. It looks like the selfrescue course will cover TWO weekends instead of just one,
as I had originally planned. The first weekend will cover primarily wilderness medical techniques and some very basic
vertical techniques that would be used in horizontal cave rescues, such as haul systems for raising someone out of a
crevice. As I pointed out last time, we tend to take things like
chimneying for granted. Just add a tibia fracture or sprained
ankle, and it's not such a trivial chimney any more. The second weekend would be devoted to vertical self-rescue techniques.
As far as the medical skills go, you can get a head start
on the whole affair by going to your nearest bookstore and
buying Wilderness Medicine: Beyond First Aid by Dr.
William Forgey. This book is an excellent manual on how to
deal with just about every medical emergency you could
encounter while in the wilderness. Forgey puts the language
in laymen's terms so that you don ' t need any medical background at all to figure out how to diagnose something like a
dislocated shoulder and how to relocate it. I say that everyone who caves out in the booneys anywhere should have thi s
book with them on every trip. The book even tell s you how
to put together a wilderness medical kit including lists of the
preferred items and their brand names. What more could you
ask for? Most of the medical hints or techniques that I will be
presenting in this column come from this book, so just go
buy the thing and read it cover to cover, and you' II be set!
Before we jump into the heavy-duty medical stuff, let's
look at accidents and what causes them. I was readin g an arti-
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cle in the Proceedings of the 1995 Wildemess Risk
Managemen t Conference by James R. Udall of the Colorado
Outward Bound School , call ed "Thinking About Safety."
Udall believes that:
"Accidents are NOT acts of God . While the power of
natural landscapes is a factor in most accidents, it generally
does not cause them .
"People trigger accidents because they ' mi sread' or
'misjudge' the natural world , and because they are unwilling
to acknowledge that accidents occur through a proces
called the 'accident dynamic.' In wilderness activities, accidents happen to particular people, at particular times , in predictable situations."
Now, Udall's statements are based on extensive experience with the Colorado Outward Bound School, so he hasn't done much caving. However, looking back on my own
experiences underground, I'm inclined to agree with him .
Looking at most of the cave accidents I have been involved
in , the vast majority were caused by "human movement
through hazardous terrain. " In our case, the "hazardous terrain" was underground .
So, people cause accidents. How does thi s happen ?
Accidents happen out of our viewing the world, or caves,
inaccurately. Udall describes this well:
"We do not willingly choose to place ourselves in situations where we think we will be harmed . Just so! Most tragic accidents are not due to simple, fatal blunders. Rather,
because we avoid those mi shaps, the kind we do tTip over
occur as a result of a series of seemingly inconsequential
decisions-- which gradually evolve into our incredulous
deaths (or injuries) ... our wish for safety can harness us to a
wishful, thereby inaccurate, and therefore dangerous image
of the world."
Accidents underground do not usually occur while we
are rappelling or ascending or engaging in such activities
that we perceive as "dangerous;" rather, most accidents occur
just before we gear our caution up or just after we gear it
down . We don ' t fall or screw up at the lip of a I00-meterdeep pit, but we slip as we try to negotiate the 3- meter climbdown just after the bi g pit.
There is also the assessment of the cavers aro und you
and yourself to consider in the acc ident dynamic . Udall sees
wilderness activity participants as falling into two general
categories: immortals and abdicators . I think that this applies
to cavers as well. Think about the people you cave with and
your own behavior as you read on.
In hazardou s situations, you can expect the cavers in a
group to exhibit one of these two behaviors. "Immortals" are
characterized by an inability to recognize danger-- a blindness to their own frailty. These will be the cavers who will
push anything, climb anything, etc . Their excitement and
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Powell's Project:
New Beginnings
Too many caving events happened in Texas in 1994, so it
was a slow year for surveying
and attendance at Powell's
Cave. This report details the
trips of 1995, when cavers
more than made up for lost
time and.... well, read on and
you 'II see.
i ll' i lll t'.'

.ll:f( 1-lm"ll ll 'it : 111 th e cli111h into slider :1· I'I'VI' II J.:I'

above: 3-S survey, upper level

Photos by Terry Holsinge r

by George Veni

February 1995
The first trip of 1995 renewed the old vigor of the
Powell 's Cave Resurvey Project on Friday night, 24 February
1995 , as car after car rolled into camp. Then so did the rain.
The 59 cavers were slow to ri se in the morning, hoping the
ra in would subside. It did not. Terry Holsinger attached a tarp
as an awning to hi s big red van. Cavers huddled below it,
signing waivers, signing up for the various caving teams, and
hoping their vehicles wouldn ' t end up marooned in the mud.
Once assembled, the 11 teams quickly scrambled into the
cave. Inside, there was no hint of the soggy conditions above.
Team 1: Thi s team actually entered the cave Friday
evening before the inclement weather arrived. Since October
1994, Eri c Cook and Kev in Thuesen have made monthly visits to the cave to stud y the Texas Rat Snakes that Ji ve a short
di stance inside the entrance and feed on bats entering and
ex iting the cave. They have found that the snakes disappear
when the bats leave the cave for the winter. Cook and
Thuesen hope to Jearn if the snakes have retreated to deeper
and warmer crev ices, or if they have actu ally left the cave.
Team 2: Bill and Kath y Koerschner returned to continue
the LL (Lower Level) survey with Bill Stephens. Last year
they had found a pit to water; its exploration and survey was
the objecti ve of thi s trip. During their I0.5-hour trip they di scovered three pools, one of which may have an underwater
lead. A new maj or passage was also found and dubbed the
"Cretaceous Parkway." The team left the area with 160
meters of survey completed and still more leads to bring
them back.
Team 3 : "Old" Aggies spent 9 hours pushing leads
toward The Stream in the TC (Third Crevice) area. Mike
Ache nbach. Loyal "Chip" Bassett, Amber and Mike Currie,
Sara Dierk, Jody Horton, Trav is Kinchen, AI Santangelo, and
Chri s Sobin foll owed the air through the breakdown but connec ted back into the TC maze instead of The Stream as
hoped. They plan to survey their new find s on the next trip.
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Teams 4 & 5: Team 4's "new" Aggies Chris Jagge, Jeff
Elms, Marc "Steel-Toes" Grether, Michelle Karle, and Tina
Schmidt, were led by Pete Baron to continue the mop-up survey of leads in the Hell Hole area. They spent 5 hours in the
cave, surveying 36 meters, including a connection back to
The Crevice. Additionally, Grether dug open a low passage
connecting the Hell Hole area to the Witch 's Cauldron (WC)
maze. Team 5's Mark Minton, who was giving a new-comers
tour to Caroline Parsons and Rene Shields, was not only surprised to see Grether 's light through the impassable connection, but also to observe Grether's choice of footwear for the
cave. Hence the new passage was named the "Teva Tunnel."
Grether returned later in the day to survey the 24-m-long
passage with Baron, Karle, and Schmidt.
Team 6: All good things must end, but some things last
longer than expected and give you a few more surprises. This
was the fifth trip that Joe Sumbera led into the WC survey,
and he fully expected to finish it. With the help of Terry
Burgan, Michael Goldfarb, Eric John, Steve Keselik, and Jim
Mcintire, he completed the WC, but not before finding a 122m long crawl which included two 30-m-long survey shots!
The team then moved up The Crevice to begin resurveying
the GF section of the maze, which is the old G survey. The
survey tally for their 8.5-hour trip was 259 m.
Team 7: Mike Cicherski and Ted Lee led another assault
at the end of The Crevice, assisted by Adam DomEk, Skip
Gerson, Gary Hare, Vesta Hartman, Marvin Miller, Mruta
Paul, Ryan Robertson, and Carleton Spears. During their 9hour trip, they dug at some leads, declared some dead, and
now have enough for a mop-up survey to complete on a
future trip.
Team 8: Renee Arsenault, Jim Lundy, Jennifer
Townsdin, and Frank Wagner went on a 5-hour bop through
the cave, visiting the WC and TC mazes, including Columbia
Avenue in the TC.
Team 9: During the last trip to Powell 's, I helped survey
an upper level near the junction of the 7J survey and The
Crevice. Dan Hogenauer and Bev Shade climbed up to help
me finish it this trip, which became long on conversation and
short on survey. The three leads all pinched off immediately,
and no new survey was added. An impassibly small hole in
the floor was traced to a small dome above The Crevice. It
had enough twists so that while lights and tossed rocks could
not be seen, voices were clearly heard. We also strolled down
The Crevice to The Stream and found the water level had not
risen despite all of the rain.
Team 10: Dale Barnard bravely led novices Brenna
Brock, Rebecca Hall, John Moline, and Grace Tsao to the SR
(Serpentine Root Room) area to survey a couple of leads. In
their 6-hour trip they surveyed 60 m, completing one upper
level and connecting another passage to The Crevice. They
left the cave early because some of the young ladies had
dates they couldn't be late for, but they had enough fun that
they definitely want to return to Powell 's Cave.
Team 11 : In saving the best for last, this trip to the Night
Gallery (NG) section was everything cavers hope for in trips
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to Powell 's Cave. Doug Allen, Dale Pate, and Eddie
Yonemoto were in the far reaches of the NG when Doug
checked an overlooked lead and found "running" passage.
The tean1 surveyed 330 meters in their 12-hour trip, 300
meters of which was virgin, and about 100 meters of which
was big enough to run through. Dubbed "The Outer Limits"
(after all , what else would adjoin the distal end of the Night
Gallery?), this section is heading eastwru·d away from the
known pa.Its of the cave, with many unchecked leads.
A total of 869 meters were added to the survey of
Powell's Cave in February. Flooded tents and sleeping bags
forced some cavers home that evening, and the rest left eru·Iy
on Sunday, with only one car getting stuck. Not only was the
car rescued, but a 6-point buck was found stuck in a fence
and was released. One curious note about the animal life near
the cave: On Saturday morning when the rains had extinguished the camp fire, a small herd of cattle circled the fire
pit, bellowed loudly, and rooted in the ashes and mud with
their muzzles. Strange things sometimes happen during trips
to Powell's Cave. Perhaps its one of the reasons cavers keep
coming back, as in ....

June 1995
Thirty-one cavers arrived for the 19th trip of the resurvey project during the weekend of 24-25 June 1995. Noted
absences during this trip were the usually Iru·ge contingent of
Aggie cavers. This was also the project's first Doug-less trip,
since Doug Allen, who up to now had been one of only two
cavers to attend all trips could not make it. Terry Holsinger is
now the only one with petfect attendance. However, the
absence of these cavers was overcome by the presence of I0
cavers who joined the project for the first time.
Trips into the cave are often slow to start on Saturday
mornings. This trip was no exception, except that the delay
was purposeful-- the new cave entrance was on its way! I'd
advertised for donations of culvert pipe to place into and stabilize the entrance pit. Jon Cradit came through by finding a
company that gave the project (through the Texas
Speleological Association 's nonprofit status) four sections of
concrete pipe each measuring 1.2 meters in diameter, 2.4
meters long, and weighing 3.1 metric tons . While we did not
have to pay the $1900 cost of the pipes, we did have to pay
a $308 shipping fee, required by the company 's insurance in
order for a semi to haul the sections to the cave. Although
TSA wrote the check for the shipping, those costs were
defrayed by major contributions from the Bexar Grotto
(almost $90), Greater Houston Grotto (just over $50), DallasFt. Worth Grotto ($50), Texas Speleological Survey ($50),
and U .T. Grotto (almost $90). Other contributions from indi viduals and organizations continue to come in and are appreciated. Should total contributions exceed $308, they will be
applied to additional costs needed to fini sh the entrance
work, or to other TSA projects.
The concrete-laden truck arrived about I 0:30a.m. It was
too big and tall to get through the second ranch gate on the
road to the cave. Fortunately, the adjacent fence was loosely
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Wh ere Til e Cre1·ice meets til e Nig ht Ga llery

cons tru c ted and was eas il y re moved and reattached good as
IH.:w whe n th e tru c k le ft the property. Once parked at the
ca ve . the mass ive pipes we re ro ll ed one by o ne otf the truck.
They we re cau g ht hy a large fork at the e nd of the tlat bed
and ge ntl y lowered to the g round about 6 meters from the pit.
As th t: exc it e ment and nove lt y of th e c ulve rts subs ided , 8
teams filed swi ftl y into the cave.
Team I: Bill and Kath y Koerschn e r re turned to continue
th t: ir s urvey of the LL area. jo ined thi s trip by Marvin Miller.
The y pu shed to the e nd o f the Cre taceous Parkway and
1.ig1.agged a hit be fore heading due east in the "Grand
Park way" and unde r a g ra ve l road , w he re they could hear
occasio nal traffi c ove rh ead. A irfl ow was fe lt in o ne uppe r
le ve l. :llld the main passage co ntinu es I meter hi gh by 4
lllL'tcrs wide with no e nd in sig ht. Th ey rac ked up the most
sur vey fo r the da y. wi th 20-1 me te rs during the ir 10.5 -ho urtrip .
Team 2: Dale Barnard led Dave Le nartow icz, Ll oyd
Morri son . and Ben Wri g ht to c hec k and survey leads in the
uppe r C re vice. O ne "lead" turned o ut to be the already surveyed GR pass:tge. O the r leads were c hec ked. and o ne was
surveyed to about J l) tnc tcrs in le ngth . The "PO" survey e nds
\\'here di gg in g is needed to co ntinue. The passage can be seen
to gl) at least 5 111. but it has no air fl ow and is no t co nside red
pro mi s in g. The trip la sted 6 hours.
Team 3 : .Ind y Horto n and Chris Ward we nt di gg ing in
the LM ma ;e to try to co nnec t to The Stream. They du g a
passage hack for 2.-1 m. but had to sto p for lack o f too ls. An
attempt ll1 se arc h for th e other si de o f th e blow ing passage
:li ll ng The S tream ,,·as aborted by a large numbe r o f bats
ro\ls tin g in the lmve r C re,·ice.
Team -t : Jim Lundy and Laura Schreiber e nte red the
ca n: I ll survey the illl'ati o n or bat..; thro ug ho ut the Ca \·e . What
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became clear was that this work should precede other trips
into the cave or be conducted on separate trips. Unlike some
bats , Myoti s velifer seems tolerant of occasional caving trips
and disturbance . Their number in Powell 's Cave appears to
have increased during the course of this project. However,
they do tly around enough after a few cavers have passed by,
to make their roosting locations on those dates difficult to
identify. Guano piles throughout much of the cave indicate
they roost in several different locations. Jim and Laura found
a large number of bats flying in the middle Crevice near the
turn-off to The Well into the Witch 's Cauldron, suggesting a
roost in that area. They also found a roost near middle
Crevice stations CM52- CM53.
Team 5: Bruce Johnson led the ambitious dig team of
Gary Be nware , Kim Gaither, and Joy Kennedy to continue
the dig at the e nd of The Crevice. Like so many teams before
them , the lo ng haul out there was longer than they anticipated. When an old injury began to plag ue one team member,
they retreated to the entrance.
Team 6 : Bev Shade joined Dale Pate and Eddie
Yonemoto. who re turned to pu sh the Outer Limits section of
the Night Gallery. The large passage found on the previous
trip pinc hed down to a craw lway within a few survey shots,
and like the LL Survey, headed due east. Most of the remaining shots of their I 0.5-hour-trip were short, but the team still
added 185 mete rs of new passage to the cave.
Team 7: Bill Elliott re turned to the XXX Survey with
Mike Malone (o n hi s first survey trip ), Tim Stich, and EngShien Wu . Charlie Loving was to accompany them but pulled
a mu scle in the e ntrance pit. The team made a jaunt to The
Stream through hordes of bats and gnats in the lower Crevice,
th e n went up The C rev ice to the XXX. Thirty-five meters of
survey completed the area, wh ic h e nded at an impassably
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small crawlway. The trip lasted 7 hours.
Team 8: Jocie Hooper and Pete Strickland took their
boys Colin and Evan Strickland on a 4-hour stroll through
the cave. This was not the trip they had intended. They and
several other cavers had brought wetsuits to help survey The
Stream. The problem was that no one had brought waterproofed instruments. I had planned on surveying downstream, but my compass was being repaired, and the person
who was to bring me a sealed compass never arrived. We' ll
have to make sure this oversight doesn' t happen again.
As each of the teams exited the cave, they retreated to a
nearby low-water crossing of the San Saba River where they
swam and washed off the mud. One drunk local resident tried
to spoil the fun with obnoxious behavior (for which his
friends apologized). With everyone squeaky clean, no one
entered the cave on Sunday, and we all headed home.

October 1995
During the previous weekend at the Texas Cavers'
Reunion, Terry Holsinger passed out flyers reminding and
informing folks about the Powell's Project on 28-29 October
1995. He definitely caught cavers' attention, as 62 arrived at
the cave on Friday evening, the 27th. This was the first time
at the resurvey project for 32 cavers, who ranged from hard
veterans to newbies on their first trip underground . Terry
Holsinger molded the masses into 12 teams to continue the
pu sh and survey of the cave.
Team 1: Marvin Miller led Nick Mourer, Dan Sharon,
Justin Shaw, and Tri sh Wilson to the SM area. The letters
originally stood for "Sink Maze," since its maze surrounds
much of the large collapsed sinkhole just south of the cave 's
entrance. Survey team s later rechri stened it "SpeleoMasochi sm," with the SS or "Speleo-Sadism" extension.
Since this team surveyed in a level above the others, it could
only be named the SH or "Speleo-Heaven" survey. About 70
meters were wrapped up during thi s 8-hour trip, which
included work in a large circular room with red dirt and large
bones, probably cow or bison, that presumably washed in
fro m the sink.
Team 2: Angela Craven, Gregg Gei st, Chris Hall ,
Kathleen Kal seim , Donnie Roland, and Bruce Watson headed to the upper Crevice to check on a dig lead at station
CU50. They dug the clay-floored passage back for 3 meters,
and it still goes, but is just barely too small to explore. From
the end of the dig they could see an estimated I 0 meters
down the 15-cm-hi gh passage. Good air movement into the
passage encourages further excavation, although next time
the team will have fewer people. Only one person could dig
in the passage at one time, so other team members sat in The
Crevice and engaged in mudball wars.
Team 3: Megen Casavant, Mike Currie, and Denver
Hopkins headed to The Stream to survey upstream. After an
hour of being lost in the maze, the overheated, wetsuited
team retreated to the surface for help. Luckily, Team 4 was
just about to enter the cave, and it too was heading to The
Stream.
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Team 4: I led Dan Hogenauer, David Sharon, and the
sweltering members of Team 3 to The Stream. Both teams
began survey ing where The Crevice ends at The Stream.
Team 3 headed upstream and Team 4 downstream. In the
downstream direction , we surveyed to the edge of the collapse sinkhole, then down "Pete's Crawl," named after Pete
Lindsley who was the first and, for many years, the only person to go through it. The normall y pl acid Powell 's Cave
stream shows its force as it's funneled through this low and
jagged 21-m-long crawlway, especiall y when you are craw ling upstream and loose packs are swiftly washed away from
you or thrown into your face. It was while surveying thi s passage, where communication was diffi cult due to the sound of
rushing water, that David began to have li ght problems. Then
Team 3 showed up behind him. The upstream survey was
aborted due to instrument problems, so they decided to join
us. Once through the crawl, Dav id decided to head out with
Megan, and Mike and Denver joined Dan and me. We hoped
to survey down to a survey I began two years ago and which
needs to be connected to the main survey, but dec ided to first
wrap up a side passage along the downstream side of the
sinkhole. The passage was far more extensive than indicated
on the old map, heading up into the breakdow n and probably
very close to parts of the SM maze. Eleven survey shots were
needed to complete thi s passage, after which we shot only a
couple more stations down the stream passage to connect to
its intersection by the SM. Before leav ing, Mike checked out
a high level side passage at this junction and found about 40
meters of unexplored passages, a room , and more craw ls and
digs to push. We surveyed 160 meters during the 8.5-hour
trip .
Team 5: Joe Sumbera led Shane Flaherty, Eric John ,
John and Steve Keselik, Jarita Sadler, and Jeff Williams to
the G Survey, which they completed with 53 meters of mapping. Five-year-old John Keselik, under the watchful eye of
hi s father, Steve, had a wonderful time and shows promi se to
be a great caver when he gets older. He just couldn ' t quite
understand the slow caving speed of hi s elders as they grunted along on their hands and knees in passages he could run
in.
Team 6: Prior to this trip, Bev Shade had looked over
the Powell 's survey data and decided to take on the EB (East
Broadway) maze. Thi s area is close to the entrance and had
been surveyed during the first few resurvey trips. Bev's purpose was to field-check a couple of remaining questions
about the survey, including some di g leads, so that the drafting of the map for that section of the cave can begin soon.
Jon Cradit, Darby Stewart, Brad Wendt, and Eddie Yonemoto
joined her. The EB is distingui shed by two parall el, 300 and
240-m-long crawlways. They first checked out and dug in a
lead down the longer passage, and left it to head tops ide fo r
dinner, although it still deserves additional work. Returning
to the cave, Darby and Brad did a touri st trip along The
Crevice, while Bev and Eddie checked out the end of the second passage. Digging there produced abo ut 12 meters of new
passage, which ended at a dig that looks promi sing for
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more di ~cove ri e s with additional excavation.
Team 7: A team of "Sand" Aggie fro m Gal veston was
ass igned the task of check ing and surveying leads along The
rev ice fro m stati ons C M 1- CM20. Scott Chapman , Brett
Dodson, Ryan Hogue, Tom Iliffe, Adam Kilbourne, and
Joshu a Li sini cchia s pent abo ut 6.5 ho urs knocking off leads
and ~ ur vey in g 43 m, whi ch included closing a loop. They
noted that three leads still need pushing, but members of
other tea ms suggested that a less stout group be sent next
tim e to in vesti gate them.
Team 8: Following a similar strategy as Team 7, Dale
Barnard , Am ber C urri e. Carrie Hess, Tom Kaler, and Jordan
Merson entered the cave to chec k and survey leads between
stati ons M4 1- CM63, also along The Crevice. Gregg Gei st
joined the m later, rather than leave with Team 2 when it finished for the da y. They reso lved a ll leads in that stretch of
passage and racked up 25 meters in II station s. Their 7-hour
trip was rounded out by a visit to the Witch 's Cauldron and
so me photograph y by Dal e. Thi s survey trip was the first cavin g trip fo r both Carri e and Jordan , which is a commendable
way to start , and they promi se to co me back for more !
Team IJ : Fa rthe r still up The Crevice, Mike Cicherski,
lefT Horow itz. Aud rey and Bill Stee le. and Duwain, Elliott,
Leah. and Sarah Whiti s pushed a lead in the ceiling of The
C rev ice ncar stati on UC73. They c limbed about 6 meters up
and int o a room that was about 6 meters in diameter. The
room is fo rmed in th e powdery leve ls of th e cave where all
surfaces arc cove red in a thi ck , white chalky powder and
filled wilh breakd ow n (wi lh a lead). Th ey also checked and
report ed on othe r nearby leads fo r future di gg ing tea ms.
Team 1() :
hri s Sob in led Marcus Barksdale and
.J ennife r Hargrove eve n further up The C revice to survey a
side lead al station CU92. They s urveyed about 62 meters
inlo !he "Tidy Bow l Passage ... named becau se the ceiling
looks li ke wha l !he underside o f a to ilet seat would if viewed
from a Lin y boa! fl oa tin g in the water be low. Some brea kdow n in !he pass age was very un stab le. One hairline crac k
was obse rved lo e nlarge 10 abo ul a centimeter in width before
I he cavers dec ided to find so melhing safer to look at. The trip
I;Jsled almost II hours.
Team II: Bill Kocrschner. and Bill and Ni ck Stephens
returned to the L Sur vey lo co ntinu e !heir pu sh into the
unknow n. They began the da y w ith o nl y o ne lead and ended
with scvc r;d so-so leads plus six good ones . inc luding one
th at is 1.6 meters hi gh by 4 melc rs wide! By climbing
th ro ugh the 5.2 -Jn-hi gh. body-s ized " Worm Ho le ."' one enters
th e area of lh cse new pa ss ages . nam ed th e " Gamma
Quadran t" (S tar Trek fan s w ill undersland !he significance).
The passages arc also in the powde r leve l. and some head
hac k toward the Witch's Cauldro n. The team hopes to find
and di g th roug h an ove rl ooked lead inlo th e Witch's
Ca uldron 10 bypass the awkward c limb throu gh the Worm
1-lolc. This team took lop honors in all maj or ca1egories this
trip : most sur\'cyccl at IlL 111. most statio ns sel with 27. and
lon ges t time underground at 13 hours .
Team 12: s is o ften the case. Terry Ho lsin ger got all the
teams orga nit.ed. !he n he and Sara Di erk led a group of re la-
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tively new cavers on a touri st trip through the cave. But it
was a tourist trip with a mission. Teams often get lost moving through the maze while looking for their survey/dig
areas. This time everyone had found the right holes, so the
team free-lanced their serv ices as needed, assisting and visiting with several of the teams working along The Crevice.
In summary, the project tallied 593 meters of survey on
Saturday and wrapped up several leads . On Sunday, Eric
John , John and Steve Keselik, and Joe Sumbera made a quick
bop clown to The Stream. Once out of the cave, Eric was horrified to discover a black widow spider had been suspended
in the suspension of his helmet! Black widows have not been
seen before at Powell's Cave, and Eric thinks he probably
brought it from home where he ' d seen several outdoors.
Another entertaining moment came as folks filed into the
cave on Saturday morning and someone called out
"Rattlesnakes!" They turned out to be two Texas Rat Snakes.
The harmless ophidians were left unharmed. However, the
high point of Powell 's Cave entertainment was the discovery
of the concrete cu lverts brought in during the June trip.
Several cavers took turns, some shyly thinking no one would
notice, sitting in the culverts and humming or making some
other sound which resonated through the camp and drove
people crazy!
The June 1995 trip marked a major milestone in the history of the Powell 's Cave Resurvey Project. The 443 meters
that were added to the survey had surpassed the previously
surveyed length of the cave. Since the resurvey began in
1989, the cave 's reported length has remained constant at
22.8 km. Now Powell's System is growing again, and in also
adding the results of the October trip, the cave's current
length is 23 .73 km .
Most of the old survey has been redone and its errors
corrected. Several minor sections of the maze, and especially The Stream, sti ll need to be resurveyed. However, the new
length of the cave includes over 4 km of new survey which is
increasingly made up of new passages. For example, about
1.600 meters of 1995's surveys (including 160 meters from
Nee l's Cave; see the accompanying report in this issue) were
in previously unexplored passages within the Powell' s
System. Considerable amounts of new survey will continue
to be tallied as cavers dig into new passages and systemati cally check leads that were overlooked in the past. Although
there is still a gap of over 7 km between the length of
Powell's Cave and Honey Creek Cave, half of that distance
will be spanned by known passages awaiting survey or resurvey, and much of the remaining half wi ll be spanned by just

connecting Silver Mine Cave to the system. Other leads and
new passages abound.
The Powell 's Cave System is growing again, and may
reclaim its crown as the longest cave in Texas. Cavers of all
:Skill levels are welcome at Powell's. Four hundred and
eleven different cavers from all parts of Texas, and even from
New Mexico, have participated in the project's 20-trip/6-year
history. Each trip has had an average of 41 .2 cavers and 1 km
of passage surveyed. Many of our survey trips include teaching new cavers to survey. There are also lots of digs to be
dug, and with a maze like Powell's, one breakthrough can
lead into many places "where no one has gone before." For
more information on the Powell's Cave Project, contact Terry
Holsinger, 1007A Milford Way, Austin, Texas 78745, 512443-4241.

NEEL'S CAVE: A LONG
OVERDUE RETURN
Last Time
The survey and serious exploration of Neel's Cave
began in 1976. By 1982 the cave had become one of the
longest in Texas when Randy M. Waters and I used scuba to
push upstream through seven sumps to connect it to Powell's
Cave. Since that time, most work has focused on the Powell's
portion of the system, and although there had been a couple
recent radio-location trips, no new exploration had since
occurred in Neel's.
I'd been wanting to return to Neel's for several years but
couldn't find the time. A trip in the spring of 1992 was canceled by rain . I decided to finally make the time to try and
complete the survey and exploration of the cave. Leads existed both upstream and downstream. Upstream, all leads were
small muddy side passages to the main stream. None gave
the impression that they would go far, but you never know.
Besides, in addition to adding a few more meters to the
length of the cave, they could give a hint as to which (if any)
seemingly grim passages may in fact yield lots of new cave.
Similar side passages existed downstream, too. Theoretically,
one team upstream and another downstream could wrap up
these leads in single good day.
The best lead in the cave was the main downstream passage. During the 1981 winter TSA meeting and project (see
April 1981 Texas Caver), the main passage was surveyed and
pushed 1.3 km downstream without reaching an end. This
location is about 1.4 km away from Wolff Spring, where the
cave stream eventually rises. The spring is currently inundated by a dam, but James Brummett, past Menard resident and
former manager of Inner Space Caverns, claims to have
made a through trip from Neel 's to the spring before the dam
was built. The question remaining was how far downstream
could the cave now be_pushed before reaching the inevitable
sump ?
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This Time
I organized five teams of cavers to try to wrap up the survey and exploration of Neel's Cave on 9 September 1995.
Due to some last-minute cancellations, enough people for
only four teams arrived .
Dale Barnard, Dan Hogenauer, and Terry Hol singer
headed downstream with the intention of reaching the end of
survey, setting up a radio transmitter so Bill Elliott and Keith
Heuss could pinpoint the location on the surface, and then
beginning to survey side passages as they headed back
upstream toward the entrance. I preceded them with Robert
Campbell and Linda Palit to continue the main downstream
survey. Within about 200 meters downstream, I realized that
I would have problems on the trip. My wetsuit had shrunk
drastically! (Surely there can be no other reason why it was
so damn tight.) Terry was having similar problems. At about
800 meters downstream, chest and abdominal muscles desperate to flex began to cramp. Terry and I routed for the surface while the other four pressed on. They reached their
objective, transmitted for 45 minutes, but bad air forced them
out of the cave before they could do any surveying.
On the surface, Bill and Keith patiently waited with the
radio receiver turned on for over two hours, but they heard no
signal. Despite attempts at accurately locating the Neel's
entrance, the location marked on the cuiTent map is probably
about 200 meters off, so they could not hear the transmitter's
beep. To finally resolve the location problem, they surveyed
from the cave's entrance to a nearby wellhouse that would
appear clearly on air photos and provide a quick and accurate
position.
Meanwhile, back in the cave, the fourth caving team was
pushing past the end of survey to reach the sump. Michael
Cicherski, Joe Ivy, and Bill Steele planned to survey back
upstream from the sump and connect with my team's survey.
Instead, they reached breakdown. A small hole with a small
amount of air space and a small draft of air showed the way
that a young, lithe James Brummett must have followed in
the 1930s, but it was just a little too small for this hardy team.
They turned upstream and surveyed 160 meters to tie-in easily to the former end of downstream survey.
Next Time
Future trips will likely be held in the spring to avoid the
high carbon dioxide levels which made thi s late summer trip
more difficult than usual. Many side leads still need ex ploring and surveying, and a downstream radio location would be
useful as a check on survey accuracy. A "small" downstream
team should push the breakdown. If one person squeezes by,
there may be enough room to hammer away at the constriction from that other side and let larger cavers through.
Although the airflow in the cave had dimini shed considerably by the breakdown, its minimal presence still suggests
that perhaps a few hundred more meters of passage will be
found before the cave sumps. So, while much remains to be
done in the Neel' s Cave portion of the Powell's System,
given the right people and the right luck , maybe just one
more trip. ... . -
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'95 Texas
Caver's
Reunion
Over 475 cavers
showed up this year,
making '95 one of the
best years ever. They
spanned the caving
spectrum, as did their
stories. Our retrospec·
tive includes two tales
of the reunion from
opposite ends of that
spectrum.
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The Million Man
Barbeque, or Feeding
The Masses at TCR

The Hungry Masses
Wandered, Waiting
To Be Fed

By Charlie Loving

By Tim Stich

"What was the count?" Thi s is all important, whether
yo u are Nobel Dunson or Louis Farrakahn . How many people showed up for the party? It is especially important if they
are going to eat.
"We all know that how many people show or don' t show
is hi ghl y relative and important to those who find it important," said Charli e Lov ing. The food servers need solid numbers. Actuall y, the food cookers need so lid numbers to plan
fo r next time. The TSA needs solid numbers so they can brag
about what solid number they have achieved over the pas t 18
years that thi s event has been held . The IRS needs solid numbers. The person pl anning for
Porta- lets needs solid numbers.
A spec ial e nvoy fro m the
Parks Department stated unequivoca lly th at there was a re lati o n
between the number of tents and
the number of people. That informati on was quickl y passed to Ron
Ralph , a Parks and Wildlife planner
person who will take it to Waco.
OMW co ll ared Metathu slah
Full a and asked him to make a
ph ysical head count. " Do I count
peopl e like one at a time ?"
" We served nearl y over a zil li on pounds of meat inc luding the
fri ed things," said Dunson. "The
fri ed buttholes (those were the little
ro und chewy things that tasted like

Patina and I drove to the TCR site Thursday ni ght to get
an early start on observing the traditi ons held by the blessed
event. It was a cold and desolate night full of wind . Things
were very quiet. Onl y a few who could avoid work or other
responsibilities had made it out to set up their tents and hang
around by a fire. Expecting some sort of gathering to already
be going, I had brought a cooler of beer, but I bare ly found
the des ire to have one before we walked down to the creek in
the cold . The cloud s were barely visibl e, and it was almost
diffi cult to imagine what things would look like on Friday.
We heard from Carl Penobscott of a fi sh fry that ni ght and
knew we would have to be there. Up
un til then, I had no idea of what I
wanted to do or see over the ensuing
weekend . All I knew is that I wanted
to stay from the very beg innin gs to the
bitter end on Sunday. On prev ious
years, I would show up on a Saturday
and then dri ve home late that ni ght to
sleep in my bed at ho me. Not thi s
time.
On Friday, I drove out alone in the
Trooper with a full ice chest of Lo ne
Star and 16-oz Millers, so me orange
juice and a bit of food. I purposely left
my cooking gear at home because I
was dead set aga inst do in g any di shes.
I drove in on the back road that Gill
had shown me when we started bl as ting out the new ramp dow n to
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littl e ro un d chewy th ings), yo u mean," interjected Runi , who
returned fro m hi s vacati o n spa in Ari zona just to boil bl ack
bea n ~.

Metathu slah Full a, " F ur. "
T hi s yea r saw the popul ar pi g return , along with turkey
ga lo re, beef c lods, lots and lots o f hot g uts o f va rio us kinds,
frozen pork, and the piece de resistance, vo ted best on the
me nu by cul inary mas ter T im Kooc k, the Vreeland Fe lic ia
~ l uffe d b rea~ t s. " It was rea l good," sa id Kooc k. " What is that
s tuffin g 'l" O MW, who rec ruited the Vreeland , retorted ,
" Bread ," and we nt o ff to enter the Spe le-Oi y mpics, where he
placed las t with a time of 4: 55.
Metathu slah Full a, " Eleven."
T he fri ed turkey was mi ssed . R. Smith , who usually prepares the fri ed turk ey, quit thi s year because o f verbal abuse
hy Terry Pl e mons' clog . S mith , however, redeemed him self
by s ing in g (or rathe r rappin g) all se ven hundred limericks he
knows. ·· 1 knew a guy in Nantuc ket w ho ... " It was vintage
R icharcl .
Metathu slah Full a, "Seve n. "
New to the menu was corn bread. Using Dutch Ovens to
pre pare the bread was a rea l time-save r. Mike Forester, who
hrain -childcclthi s o ne w ith hi s so n Mike Forester the Short,
coo rdinated the usc o f 900 ove ns , so as to get the bread all
read y
o n time . Fores te r thank ed all the he lpers wh o carried around
th e hot coal s and sin g led o ut Ro n " ... was really doing a great
job until that last beer" Ralph . The meanin g o f which escapes
the w rit e r. but Ro n Ralph will indeed be recruited to cook
aga in . ma ybt: Brow ni es. It was noted that Ro n, who was in
charge o f puttin g the goo into the ovens and then placin g the
coal s on top and waitin g 20 minutes, had four o f the ove ns he
was nvc r se~.: in g produce e mpt y space. After waiting the presc ribcd time. th e ovens were opened. and lo and behold,
so meo ne had sto len the bread be fore it had been cooked. Bob
Oakl ey. who is a la w-e nforcement type, all owed as how the
bee r gods ma y ha ve bee n hungry.
O MW was chasti sed by the Vreeland at that point for
running o il and not he lpin g nip chi cke n. He had already, it
was noted . fo isted oil th t: blackcyecl peas to the fe llow with
the w hit e heard who appe ared in one o f Kunath 's c leaner
ph otos as number three. C leaner be ing re lati ve-- eve ryo ne
alhnircd Mi ss Carta Vall ey in the Ca11es C!{Cana Valley publi cati o n. My w py had nothin g but line drawings in it. and
th ose were o f such sill y things as caves. Kunath 's had a couple o f fuii -Clllor fo ld out s simil ar to those fro m those nekkid
gi rl s magazines th at arc pro babl y sex ist. The peas. it will be
not ed . we re dropped and spilled but not by Burney or
Lov in g. though th ey were blamed.
M ~: t a thu s lah Fulla . "750."
"I left it all in the capabl e hand s o f Bob Burney." was
OM W 's r~: pl y when qu eri ed.
Coo ks and se rve r peop le we re g ive n fine !-shirts donated by tilL' Vree land Fe lic ia. T hi s cau sed a great deal o f constern ati on. becau se there we re two co lors o f shirt and there
\\' as so nte sill y say in g by James P. We il er o n the back whi ch
" ·as attrib ut ed tn G ill. There. of course. weren ' t enough shirts
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for all the people who volunteered to serve and cook once
they found out there were t-shirts. Next year it's back to
aprons, or maybe chef hats .
Metathuslah Fulla, " One."
" We know the world is in trouble so why have to carry
it around on our backs?," was one quote addressed to the
Weileri sm by Edward Guinn , the greatest guru of cooks.
Cigarettes and a wiener were placed on the Shrine of
Saint Squire by T. Plemons.
This year a new Political Cook was recruited from the
ranks of the post office. This TSA politician failed to make
hi s meat available in time, having lost the zip code for Flat
Creek. He did, however, preside over another interminable
meeting. A meeting, it may be noted that was attended by
fewer people than ate food. " I should have left the trees," said
Mr. Napper after talking in Yernini for a few half hours. He
studied it in hjs spare time. You never know when how to say
" North" in Yemen will come in handy. Mr. Napper prepared
the frozen meat with great elan.
The TSA special How-Many-People-Showed-Up-ToEat or the TSAHMPSUTE were less than confident with
their numbers. Metathuslah Fulla kept counting. They did
know that there were a lot and that the wrist band box, which
held 500 specially designed wrist bands things, was empty,
and that they only gave out 456, or was it 474, or... or maybe?
Security was rather lax, so once again the beer gods could
have been involved.
Spokesperson for the specially-designed bands was
somewhat confused and passed the task of counting heads off
to caver aero fuerza subcomrnandante Ron Feisler who
rushed off to find his blue and yellow plane. He would take
aerial photos and then send the photos by fax from his plane
to the Texas A&I's social engineering department. Feisler
estimated that there were quite a few people, but his photos
would be accurate. As he flew over the site, he made hand
signals divulging his count. "Looks like he's counted up to
one," said Bill Bell.
There was a count of 126 dogs on the ranch, according
to Metathuslah Fulla.
Feisler later reported that he had counted the cars and
the tents and multiplied them by the size of the ranch-- 480
acres-- , added the date (I 0-21-95), subtracted the pounds of
meat, added in that Jefferson was the third president,
Washington the first, and that the Washington Monument is
555 feet high , the Jefferson Memorial is 13 feet high, and if
you add in 1995 plus one, and that the Lincoln memorial
statute is 13 feet tall , it all means that, if you subtract Bill
Bell's age and Ron Ralph 's birthdate, you will get Bill
Elli ot's phone number, which when divided by 6 gives you a
million .
'They quit doing food at the OTR in the East," said one
caver who goes to those things, " they just do beer." Beer is
nice. The east had 2 ,600 cavers, which is nothing compared
to our Million .
A special thanks to the cooks: Ed Guinn , Bean Guinn,
Marl yn Guinn , TR Evans, Janie Evans, Angie, Sherry who is
now Cheryl. Strick and Barb, Terry Plemons and Kathy
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Plemons, Mike Forester and son, Nobel Dunson, Oakly,
Burney, Felicia Vreeland, Clark Santos, Ron "the corn cob"
Feisler, Dennis "core the apple" Sustare and Judy Sustare,
Runi and Susan, Tom Byrd, Bill Bell, Gary Napper, Blake
Harrison, the guy with the long beard, and the 150 servers
from Southwest Texas and other grottos. There were a half
dozen or so new-to-cooking cavers who joined in this year,
along with a bunch of old has-beens who helped out, of
whom I forget their names.
The dork of the weekend awards go to all the people
(five) who left their camp fires smoldering. Don ' t you ever
watch Smokey the Bear commercials? Also the people who
were from TCU who left all their trash for Gill , Strick, and
OMW to pick up. And there was the Logan who left his tent,
and also the people who left all their shoes, which are now in
my dog pen being protected by Boots and Claire. - .

continued from page 115

the creek. Things looked pretty much like the year before,
except the weather was a lot cooler. Swimming was not
going to be popular this year. I paid my bucks for the gig and
set off to find friends. Parking down the red dirt road next to
the two huge Dodge Power Wagon buses, I looked around .
Joe Ivy had a mosquito net tent set up and was more or less
swamped with questions as people picked up and fondled
various pieces of caving gear. He grunted in acknowledgement that I was there ,and we said a few words. Since he was
busy, I walked around some and said hello to other people.
Chris and Felicia Vreeland were there, as were most of the
people they employ at their T-shirt shop. The usual freaks
were peeking around tent flaps and an occasional guffaw was
heard . I was expecting some friends from Austin to show up
on Saturday, but they came out Friday, instead. Patina and
Kevin showed up in his white Jeep and began to make rude
gestures that could have been called friendly by some. Patina
brought the cheese and bread she had purchased the previous
night on the road with me. "Thi s is all I need," she said, holding up the nutritional cheese.
No events were happening on Friday, so we spent most
of the day harassing friends like Joe Ivy and Linda Palit and
and others who had decided to hang around the Gonzo
Gu ano Gear tent. Patina had gotten into caving two years
before with Joe and Linda. I had gone caving in Mexico for
many years with them. We also met a girl named Gina who
had gotten into caving because of Joe and Linda. We all of
course had been exposed to the warped sense of humor that
so permeates all Joe and Linda cave trips. A few insults and
cheap shots later, we were all friends. It was thi s tough caving camaraderie that I had mi ssed, and feared. The Bexar
Grotto began their fish fry of the hundreds of pounds of fish
that some number of people had caught on a fi shing trip. The
steaming fi sh pieces were very tasty, but they would be even
better consumed sitting in my lawn chair by the fire , J decid-
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ed. 'Thi s is my chair," I bellowed to the squatter in my blue
mesh chair. It was a rude but useful custom of claiming one's
own chair that I had learned camping with Joe. The fi sh fry
was almost without limit and countless denizens ate and
smiled. As the night grew darker and colder I set up my tent
and made the rounds to various campfires. My friend Jubal
showed up and joined the roving group, as we partook of the
various hospitable offerings of each camp in addition to our
personal cervezas. Because of this, I found myself very much
in a far off place thinking that the human voice was entirely
too loud and urgent. I backed away from the circle standing
around the fire and quietly sat down in a chair. Later, I would
only remember meeting a fellow named Scott that night, as I
quickly fell off into a somnambulistic state in the relative
calm behind the bodies staring into the brilliant embers of the
camp fire.
More and more vehicles with bat insignia arrived, as did
more and more dogs . If you held your flashlight to your eyes
you could see their many glowing eyes from behind car
wheels and in the brush. There was only one thing on any
single dog 's mind: who will drop their food next.
On Saturday, the Reunion was in full sw ing. I had avoided the usual hangover and greedily ate my sour cream doughnut holes and swigged orange juice at the Trooper. I then
watched the coffee worshipers make their pathetic attempts
to brew in the wild without the benefit of a filter. We discussed our mental states of the previous eve and laughed
softly as we discussed the day 's plans. As is usual , we all
made several more aimless rounds of pacing the scene, seeing who showed up that morning and if they were doing anything .
Events were set to start whenever the organizers decided they would, so we wandered about some more trying to
decide what to do first. Jody showed up talking about the
4X4 slow race, and I went with him in the Trooper to check
out the course. It was just up the road from registration , and
1 was eager to see it. I had recently learned that I could significantly improve the nimbleness of the Trooper by getting
under it and tightening the torsion bars. I stopped and did thi s
as Jody drove on to the course. The course was pretty short
in length, but justly so. I drove through it initially in a bri sk
six minutes and decided that this was what I wanted to do for
most of the day. When we got back to the starting point, people were waiting around for judges to ride with them. These
judges of course did not really ex ist, so we appointed honestlooking sorts on the spot after a quick run down of the rules.
All in all , it wasn't suspenseful or terribly exciting, but I dug
it. I drove the course three times, but my times sucked. Chris
Sobin and I vowed to do a 'fast race ' later in the day. Strange,
erratic engine behavior from the Trooper again made me anxious that it was going to die, so I spared it any further abuse.
After that, I decided I would try to swim and convinced
Jenny th at thi s was a good idea. It, of course, wasn ' t. The
water was not only cold, but the sun was anemic and barely
noticeable. Perfect weather for hanging around all day fully
clothed. The hot tub was a lukewarm 90 degrees, so we both
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Clocku•ise from top left: Don Hroussa rd engaged in serious business: !?on Miller proudly displays a smoker; Cha rlie Loving, Our
Historian: Dou;.: !\ /len- just wandering: Bob West recuperates;
Jcrrr Atkinson. th e smart s/wpp e1; checks out th e TSS bookstore.

g rew bored of sw immin g.
People all around were rope
climbing a nd survey ing in the
c reek o n the sur vey course. The
obstacle course was also goi ng
on . but I didn't ge t a c hance to try it o r even see the poo r bastards ~ litiH.: ring in the water. The rcbe lay course aurac ted a
~ l ead y crowd. so I sta yed away that day. I had sworn o ff of
the c limb ing C\l lll es t as I felt I had no ho pe o f w inning anythin g. The rrevious yea r I had foolish ly tried to beat Jubal's
e xce lknttime by sprintin g the first few ya rds and the n trying
tu kel'P up that ridi c ul o us pace. T he vo mitin g subs ided j ust in
time for dinner.
All day I snapped pictures of eve nt s. altho ugh it seems I
l'l lLkd up with a great man y pictures o f no thin g but Po we r
\\"aguns . lt uld myse lf I wo uld refrain fro m takin g pic tures of
the bad.. s uf pcnplc"s heads waiting in line to cat. but o ne
appeared 1111 th e roll anywa y.
The line tu ca t form ed promptl y at five. I be li eve. a nd I
g rabbed a plate and so me implements . I of course accep ted
all fuud utTered including the fried ca limari . which I o nl y
lll"l":ls iunally looked at. The food was good. I tho ught. and I
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was ha ppy. However, I did not smile. Others grunted. Most
sm il ed as they ate. I do re me mber that. I drank more of my
ow n beer and perhaps had a bit of the Old Milwaukee in the
nume ro us communal kegs.
I looked at Bob & Bob 's gear and thought of buying a
book, but didn ' t. for the second year in a row. My friends
aga in we re doing the wandering action that seemed to calm
the m, so I jo ined in a nd e nded up at a campfire and had some
mo re beers. The ni ght was upon us now, and the square dancing band was doing sound checks at the stage. By thi s time I
had lost all of my friends. Some had go ne home a nd still othe rs were in the midst of thi s ill-lit scene that was the audie nce . And so the dancing began. The tough, smoking kids
we re watc hing from o ne side. I had seen them earlier in the
day. Young g irl s no o lder than 16 puffing Marlboro reds and
g laring at passers-by. I avo ided their gaze at all times. The
dogs . too, I avo ided . They were not catching much dropped
food. and they were hungry. One dog did man age to get a
whole sau sage link ri ght afte r dinner. He di sappeared into the
bu shes to devour the greasy link s.
I hung around some friend s I fina ll y recognized in the
dark a nd late r dec ided to try danc ing, even though I had no
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idea what the instructions meant. Bev 's friend Danielle, a
woman with a tiny boy, and I tried to do some insane dance
that required a number of bizarre changes and then some
shuffling of partners, which I was wholly unequipped to
accomplish gracefully.
The dancing had weakened me, and I required more
refreshments. We got some Tequila and mixed it with orange
juice and walked over to the hot tub. People were sutTounding the huge fire and slugging and sipping their drinks. The
engine parts in the fire for the sauna were getting red hot, so
a group of us convened under the clear plastic tarp and waited. The hot metal was put on a grating, and water was
splashed on it. Naked, we were enveloped in the hot steam,
and it became hazy and difficult to breathe. When the metal
cooled and the steam stopped, we stumbled out and jumped
into the icy creek. I stayed in longer than most, as the hot tub
was full. As soon as some got out of the hot tub, I stepped in ,
down the ladder. This was fairly new to me, and I decided
that it was a good thing, if anything, the social makeup of the
crowd allowing such nakedness in such an understated way.
So it was, getting in the hot tub, then the creek, and then
standing in front of the fire.
I was actually surprised not to see some people naked
who usually were. This seemed odd. It was the duality of the
naked and the clothed world. When I dried, I joined the
clothed world again. In the clothed world, you could wear
shoes and a coat.

On Sunday I tried the rebelay course with Bev and got
stuck for a time trying to cross from one free rope to another. I knew there was a trick. so I beckoned John Fogarty for
the answer. At this point, no one was going to get any prizes
so the pressure was off. I flailed in relative solitude.
Then a low rumbling sound echoed off of the cliff faces.
Someone was flying a plane near the camp. I saw the plane
and could tell right away that it was Fiesler's stunt plane. The
sound of it was fantastic. If we had been in the trenches during the Great War, we would have been filled with dread. I
shook my fists at him as he buzzed the camp.
A dusty breeze picked up and signaled the demise of
TCR. Many people had already left by 2:00, though I was
still wandering around camp. I grabbed a number of sodas
from the tubs and drank them. Later, on the way home, I got
violently dizzy and had to stop in Dripping Springs. I drove
into the parking lot of the grocery store and crawled into my
back seat. I had survived nights of drinking only to be done
in by a bunch of sodas and some fruit. After a fitful nap, I
slowly walked into the store and bought some Alka-Seltzer
and some water. The person in line in front of me was screwing around with a price check, so I opened the box of tablets
and dropped them in the water. "You must be pretty sick,"
said the check out clerk. "Yes, I am sick," I said and paid for
the medicine. I felt barely good enough to drive home. I will
probably always spend the whole weekend at TCR from now
on, as shou ld everyone else. .-.

Cloch vise from right: Erin Vreeland sells shirts f or th e
Future Covers of America; Sue Fogarty makes it/oak easy;
Squire Lewis memorial and shrine; Charlie Savvas ' new
bus is admired; John Fogarty at ease in th e trees; Spencer
Woods and Mike Walsh enjoy th e weather

T.C.R. Contest Results
ROPE RACES:
Eve nt

Women:
1st place- Amy Dame and Bev Shade (tie) 1:52
2nd place - Danielle Bilyeou 2:06
3rd place - Jenifer Hargove 2:18

oordinators: Cammie and Vico Jones

Men's 30-meter Mechanical:
I st pl ace - Brandon Kuhn 0:32
2nd place - Brent Bartlell 0:33
3rd pl ace- Bill Stephens 0:37
Men's 30-meter Sit- Stand:
I st pl ace - Mall Schram I :05
2nd place- Jubal Grub I :34
3rd place- Justin Shaw 2:00
Women's 30-meter Mechan ical:
I st place - Rachel Savvas I : 14
2nd place - Bobbi e Bartlell I :43
3rd place - Lucili e Berrones 2:00
Women's 30-meter Sit- Stand:
I st pl ace- Robin Cope 2: II
2nd place - Barbara Luke 2:38
3rd place - Gina Carte r 4:05
People under II years old, IS-meter Sit- Stand :
I st place - Duncan Harri s 2: 14

CABLE LADDER CLIMB :
Event Coordinator: David Locklear
Men:
I st place - Bill Stevens
2nd place - Wayne Bockleman
3rd place - Bruce Freeby
Women:
1st place- Tara James
2nd place - Monique Davica
3rd place - Gina Humble
Boys:
I st place - Nick Stephens
2nd place - Carl Fromen
Girls:
1st place - Amy
2nd place - Kalin (sorry, last names not avai lable)

REBELAY COURSE:

SLOW RACE:

Evt;n l oo rdinal or: John Fogarty
Men:
I sl place - Carl Blankenburg and Peter Sprouse (t ie)
2nd place - Don Broussard
Wnmen:
I st place- Robin Co pe
2nd place- Diana Polidori
3rd place - Maria Tehrany

Event Coordinator: Jody Horton

P LEOLYMPICS:
Eve nt
len:

I st place - Jeff Magers and his 1961 M37 Dodge Power
Wagon Time: 17:43

2nd place - Charley Savvas and his 1953 Dodge Power
Wagon Bus - Time: 16:53
3rd place- Chris Sobin and his 1981 Chevy Suburban
Time: l 6:41

oordinalor: Andy Grubbs
I sl place - arl Fro men I :05
2nd place - Tra vis Kincheon I : 12
3rd place - Eddi e Yonemol o I : 14

4th place - Peter Sprouse and hi s 1954 Dodge Power Wagon
Bus Time 15:55

Travel & Outdoor Outfitters
to the Texas Community
since 1969
Clothing · Luggage · Footwear ·
Travel Guides · Camping and
Expedition Gear · Fine and
Fun Gifts.
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Chuck Steuhm Awards
by Cathy Winfrey
Thi s year, two member grottos of the TS A nominated individuals to be recipients of the Chuck Steuhm Award. Thi s
award is given annuall y to nominated new-ish cavers, who in
the perception of their grottos have already made and are
likely to continue making contributions to caving. Chuck
Steuhm Award winners tend to become cavers whose names
appear again and again fo r the work they do for the exploration, conservation and research of caves. We will undoubtedl y see the names of these two young cavers frequently in
the years to come.

Bev Shade's
cave
was
first
Airman's, in Austin
wi th
the
St.
Stephens Outdoor
Club . She liked it so
much that, even
immobil e
though
fro m sore ness the
next day, she was
read y to go again
without a doubt.
Next she went with
the same club to Bustamante. In November 1992 she went on
her first trip with the PEP cavers to the Las Chinas area, and
assisted surveyi ng in Pozo Tetrico (the name was part of her
contribution-- "Thi s cave is a MONSTER !"). When asked
what she thinks is neat about caving, Bev responded, "It's
ALL so neat !" but when pressed further, she admitted to
bei ng impressed with how friendly and accepting all the
cavers are. She has been in Houston since 1994, attending
Rice Uni versity, and was nominated by the Greater Houston
Grotto for the Chuck Steuhm Award.

exuberance can lead them into dangerous situations that they
may fail to recognize. The "abdicators" are cavers, especially new cavers, who are uncomfOitab le underground and do
not feel responsible fo r their own safety. They have left their
safety in the hands of those aro und them or with the more
experienced cavers on the trip. Abdicators do n' t woiTY about
their safety because they feel that those aro und them are
doing it fo r them. Obviously, these two groups are not
absolute, and cavers can and do switch back and fo rth from
one to the other, or show symptoms of both groups with one
being more do minant.
The point is that people cause accidents, and with a li ttle fo rethought, these accidents can be avoided. If you are
reading thi s column , you are either really bored, or you are
concerned with keeping yourself and those you cave with
safe and healthy. For those in the latter group, thinking about
how you view the cave environment, how you are relating to
it as you move through the cave, is a major step in preventing accidents. Thinki ng about how your fellow cavers are
relating to the cave enviro nment while they are caving is the
next maj or step. Paying attention to this wi ll lead to yo ur
own heightened awareness of the cave enviro nment and the
cavers with you underground . Thi s wi ll also help prevent
accidents. As I have said many times, I do all thi s rescue
training in the sincere hope that I never have to use it.
Rescues are not glory-filled or anything like that. They are
filled with pain and hard work. It is fa r better to prevent an
accident than to deal with the aftermath of one.
If there is a particular technique you want to see covered
or a specific problem you want to see addressed, please wri te
me or email me, and I will cover it in thi s column.
Joe Ivy
40 19 Ramsgate
San Antonio, TX 78230
email LPALIT@TENET.EDU
and remember, Cave Safe but Cave Hard. . -

Justin Shaw's
na me is beco min g
irrevocab ly linked
with cave conservati on and clean-u ps in
Austin . Ju stin started caving just a year
ago, when he was
14, a nd has o rgani zed cave clean-ups
and resto rati o ns in
Mi dni g ht ,
Wildflower, and several other caves in the Austi n area. He
promoted a cave camp in Airman's Cave(!) in order to do a
push survey. He's curre ntl y editor of th e UT G rotto
Newsletter and one of the most active local cavers in the
Austin area. He was nominated for the Chuck Steuhm Award
by an (unheard of) unanimous vote of the UT Grotto. . -
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with the pants that have been designed
just for cavers ... and custom built to fit
your butt!
...e11f C1thy 11 ...

WINFREY DESIGNS
5208 HEDGEWOOD DR
AUSTIN TX 78745
512 444-0170
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The Inquisition
by .Joe Ivy
What :
Pros:
Co n ~:

Cos t:

Sterlin g Rope
Much more suppl e than PMI
None so far
$2 . 12 pe r meter/$0.65 per foot

As yo u may reca ll , I menti oned in the las t iss ue that the
Sterling Rope Co mpany had sent me a 30-meter piece of
the ir IOm m (3/8") stati c line to abuse and check out. The
main differences between Sterling and PMI are two-fold.
Fi rst. the core of PMI is a straight bundl e of nylon yarn .
Sterling uses 6 small er bundles sli ghtl y twi sted in opposing
direc ti o ns to avo id spin . At first, I figured that the twi sted
bundl es wo uld cause a lo t more stretch in the rope, even
th ough Sterlin g claim s the same elongati on as PMI (2%).
However, when we used the rope o n the second drop in 0-9
We ll. it didn't see m to have any more stretch than PMI 3/8"
ro pe docs. When I asked the company rep about thi s, he said
that they preve nt the stretch by using a steeper pick angle
whe n weavin g the sheath. Huh ?!? If yo u look cl ose ly at a
kern mantl e rope, yo u sec lots of littl e squares where the yarn
erosses over and under itse lf. These littl e squ ares are called
''pi c ks." Lookin g at a pi ce of PMI , you ' ll see that the picks
arc basi call y square. Looking at the Sterling rope, the picks
arc diamo ncl-shapccl . This means that the ya rn s of the sheath
an.: a little c loser to bein g in line with the load o n the rope so
they don't g ive as much whe n the load occ urs. Is thi s for
real ? Hell. I don't know. I ca n say th at it didn ' t seem to
stretch any more than PMI.
The other bi g eli ffercncc between PM I and Sterling is
that Sterlin g uses a 48-carrier co nstructi on in the sheath ,
whi lc PM I uses 16-ca rri cr constructi on. What the hell are
"carriers"?!? Okay. im ag in e a big, circular contraptio n where
rope eore material is feeding clown into the beast fro m above,
while all these littl e spools of yarn go round and round on a
t.: ircul ar track. wi th half of the spoo ls goin g clockwi se and the
other half go ing co unt er-c lockwi se. These spools and the
asst.: mbli es that ho ld them arc call ed "carriers.'' The yarn
bundl es fro m each spoo l track into the center of the thing
where they arc woven around the core materi al, building a
sheath and making a ro pe. By using the 48-carri er looms,
terl ing makes a static line where all the picks are much
small er than the picks on PMI rope. They claim that this
exposes fe\ er indi vidual strand s of nylo n to abras io n and
therefore a ll ows them to make a rope that is as abrasio nresistant as PM I but has a muc h ni cer. soft er fee l to it. Is thi s
fm real. too ? O nce aga in. I do n' t know. The lOmm Sterling is
holding up reall y well. even though I' ve made a point of
deliberatd y ri gg in g it bacl l in order to see how it abrades.
\ c will al so be usin g two new pieces of Sterling II mm rope
thi s Thanksg iv ing on the big drops in Pozo de Montemayo r.
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so we' ll see if it bounces any more than PMI.
Another difference between Sterling and PMI is that
Sterling puts a water-repellent treatment on all their cores to
prevent water absorption, at no extra cost. I honestly couldn' t tell a significant difference at 0-9 Well as far as weight
gain, but if the core is staying dry, then the rope is retaining
its full strength when wet. In case you hadn't read up on it,
nylon ropes lose about 10% of their strength when you add
water ( !). Another nicety is that Sterling is a little cheaper
than PMI. So far, I really like the stuff. I'll put in an update
next time about how the II mm Sterling held up in
Montemayor.
What:
Pros:
Cons:
Cost:

SpectralA Cord
Really strong for the weight
Expensive for the weight
About $1.00 per foot

Spectra/A cord (or just Spectra cord) is made by New
England ropes and comes in only one size--5.5mm. The
intended use for the stuff is for tying into nuts, hexentrics,
chocks and other pieces of rock climbing protection gear that
could see a serious fall during climbing. 5.5mm Spectra cord
has a tensile strength of about 4,000 pounds. This means
that, tied in a loop with a double fisherman 's knot, it would
give the loop a strength of at least 7,000 pounds! And 5.5mm
cord is about as thick as really thick boot laces! How do they
do thi s? Well , the core of the cord is a combination of Kevlar
and Spectra fibers . Spectra is a polymer fiber that is, pound
for pound , ten times stronger than steel. However, it's also
slicker than Teflon, so it won ' t hold a knot on its own. Kevlar
is an aramid fiber that offsets the slippery qualities of the
Spectra and also increases the heat resistance of the cord.
Kev lar is also incredibly strong, but when Kevlar cores were
put into ropes, it was found that the Kevlar fibers rubbed
together and destroyed each other as they went through a rappel dev ice or were tied and untied in knots. Not a good thing .
Together, the Spectra provides the strength and insulates the
Kev lar from itself, while the Kevlar keeps the core from
pulling out of the sheath (or itself, for that matter).
Now, what would a caver use this stuff for? Plenty! I was
wondering if Spectra could be used for static rigging as runner and other anchor points, in place of I" webbing, in order
to reduce bulk and weight without sacrificing strength.
Charlie Savvas (Austin) was also wondering if it could be
used as a " pu sh rope," i.e. a rope that would live in the botto m of your pack while you were pushing a lead and that
could be used to rappel into a pit if you encountered one.
Charlie was also already using Spectra on his Frog system as
the safety line that connects the top ascender to the seat harness. To find out what the scoop was, I called up the New
England Rope folks and asked . I think they thought I was a
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little strange when they heard my questions.
Oh, well. According to the company, Spectra can be
used just fine for static-load rigging. In fact, the military is
replacing steel cable with Spectra for use on portable radio
· masts and such. As far as using it as rope, it's no problem, but
you have to make ABSOLUTELY CERTAIN that there will
be no shock load AND you would have to rappel REALLY
SLOWLY. (Hey! Charlie! Are you paying attention?!?) New
England said that Spectra cord really is no-stretch, so if
shock-loaded, it would transfer 100% of the shock to the rig
points and to your body. Not a good thing! Also, Spectra
melts at 190 degrees F. This is really low. Water boils at 212.
Pete Strickland's hot tub gets up to 110 degrees (especially if
I'm stoking it, heh, heh). Nylon melts at some absurd temperature like 600 degrees or so. Kevlar, on the other hand,
melts at several thousand degrees, so this offsets the Spectra
some. But if you were to start zinging down a piece of
Spectra cord, you could conceivably start melting the Spectra
while leaving the sheath unharmed (the Spectra cord sheath
is made out of plain old nylon). So, it could be used for push
rope but with lots of precautions. There is also the cost. I
asked the rep why we don ' t see Spectra/A ropes, and it's simply because of the cost. Spectra is really expensive, and a
rope made the same way as the Spectra/A cord would cost
about $30.00 per foot! Don ' t plan on seeing any Spectra rope
any time soon. All in all, I really like using it since it greatly
reduces the bulk of your vertical gear and rigging gear without sacrificing strength. The cost is bearable since you ' re
only using a few feet here and there. I've only just started
using it for rigging, so I'll let ya' ll know how that works out
next time.
*Technical Note: Since the Kevlar in the core can't be
melted by normal means, you can'tjust cut the cord and melt
the end like you would with nylon accessory cord. The New
England rep told me the trick: cut the cord with scissors, pull
the sheath away from the end, exposing about 3/4" of the
core, cut off the exposed core then pull the sheath back over
the end of the core. Now, you can melt the nylon sheath down
to completely cover the core and give you a nice, clean end
that doesn ' t require duct tape!
In the next issue of the Texas Cave1; the Petzl Locking
Spirit carabiner and the Kong-Bonaiti Top carabiner go head
to head . It's the showdown of the key-lock design locking
carabiners! Also, the updates on the aforementioned cordage.
Now, get out there and thrash some gear'
"The Inquisition" is a column devoted to the subjective
testing and abusing of caving gear so that you can make a
more informed gear-purchasing decision. If you would like
to see a particular piece of gear reviewed , new or old, contact
me and let me know. Otherwise, we'll just pick on whatever
new thing happens along. Also, if you think that a review in
this column is way out of line, write a rebuttal and send it in.
We ' ll publish it here! Send gear review requests to : The
Inqui sition, 4019 Rams gate, San Antonio, TX, 78230 - .
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Trip Reports
Cueva Brinco
Trip Date: Thanksgiving 1994
Personnel: Gill Ediger, Tim Stich, Steve Boehm, Felicia
Vreeland, Christa McLeland

by Felicia Vreeland
On Thanksgiving of 1994 I was invited on a rather intimate trip to Cueva Del Brinco. My companions were Tim
Stich (later to be STIM), Steve Boehm (pronounced BAME
for some reason) , Chri sta McLeland (that's Christ with an
A) , and the enigmatic Ediger (Gilbear). Stich would acquire
his nickname simply because we could never utter Tim without meaning Steve and visa versa. Our mode of transportation was The Chevy. This truck has as much history as all of
our escapades combined. Truly comfortable ride. Our moods
leaving the compound (Gill hates it when we call his house
that) were of extremely mixed levels. Steve was already
reading before we left the driveway, Stim was already upset
about something, and Gill and Chri sta were ensconced in the
privacy of their own world in the front cab. I was escaping
from a four-day holiday with my in-laws.
As I write this, I am aware that most people reading this
know Ediger. Hopefully, that alone will give the inflection I
feel necessary for you to experience the humor of this trip.
Those of you who don ' t know Gill , take some salt and go
meet him . You ' ll most undoubtedly need him at one time or
another, whether you know he 's helped you or not.
We left Austin early on Sunday. The drive to the border
was uneventful , all of us pretty much content with our own
thoughts. We reached Reynosa about 4:30 in the afternoon,
parked and went in to explain the American fascination with
large Mexican holes. At the visa office, we ran into a contingent of TAG cavers. Gerald Moni , the leader, being a guy I'd
met at the NSS convention in Bracketville . He was taking a
couple of young'uns to meet other holiday eluders at Huautla
Plateau . After assessing that our parties would be traveling
the same route before they had to turn west, we di scussed
suitable camping areas for the night. We agreed to meet them
at a certain bridge over the Rio Corona, and though I hate to
generalize, after my experience that night, I must caution you
to NEYER ask a TAG caver about suitable camping. They
don ' t have a clue.
I had been advised that after your first trip into the interior, nothing is ever quite the sa me. Thi s is a true statement.
If you have any benevolence, you cannot leave unchanged.
About six miles after leaving the border, we saw the
TAG cavers being interrogated by the loca l policia on the
side of the road. I suggested we stop and help them in case
they needed it. Gill suggested I don't make any more suggestions. Apparently it is not wise to get involved in anything
that does not directly involve you in Mexico. Gill would
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probably say that goes fo r anyw here. Six days later, I wouldn' t care too much abo ut what Gill had to say. The best firewe d i ~ fo und in the tree, though.
We had dinner in a small town an hour later. Stirn
~cc mcd placated by the gesture of us all ow ing him thi s culinary respite on hi s now forced march away from familiar
borders. It was an experi ence to me, who thought Guero' s
Taco Bar was authentic. I had a g reat time playing with the
chi c lcts and matches, th ough. I was also a lot more competent at he lping my son with hi s math when I got back, since
I' d not changed currency be fore. After dinner, we set off to
find our re ndezvous with the TAG boys. Thi s in itself would
prove to be an unforgettabl e ex peri ence.
If I ever sec Gerald from TAG before my memories of
the bridge are dimini shed, I mi ght actuall y wish bodily harm
on him . G ill drove right to and ri ght past it the first time. He
him se lf re me mbe red hav in g bee n there years before.
Un fortun ate ly, hi s memory had erased ever having ca mped
th ere. Mo re unfortun ate ly, he rea li zed he had passed it, and
bucked up . Gera ld and hi s entou rage, minu s o ne car, were
there. The bridge is umpteen feet hi gh off the banks of a wide
sw ift fl ow ing ri ver, with a lot of Pampers and other househo ld gurbagc ull ove r the fl ood banks. It was dark , so we visited briefly. grubbed our stuff and looked for suitable sleepin g bug spuce. We didn ' t di g for gear or lanterns, so a lack of
li g ht kep t us from wandering far. Ste ve and I were able to
avoid ste pping o n Stim in the dark bec ause of the short warnin g tones he was emitting . We found a grassy knoll devoid of
ant s or ga rbugc and put our bags clown . About one a.m., we
learned the rcuson for thi s whe n we were mi ssed being run
over by three inches by the arriving cavers, due to the fact we
were s leepin g on the road. Hence no garbage o r ants. Jt was
at thi s po int thut we rea li zed the bridge spoke. It sa id WHAP,
THUMP. THUMP. THUMP. .... WHAP, THUMP, THUMP,
THUMI all ni ght lo ng. There is a littl e-known law of
Mex ican ommerce th at states the equival ent of a semitran spo rt in Mex ico mu st always travel between eleven p.m.
and four in the morning. Apparently, they also all have to
cross th · Ri o Coro na bridge during these hours.
We le ft fairl y earl y to find breakfast and get our provisio ns in Victo ria . G ill led us through the Mercado gigante and
we bou ght all sort s of fun fo re ign stuff as accoutrements for
our proper base o r stapl es that we had brought for the trip.
Gud Bless tinn ed cream . Off we went for the mountains
ahead 1 s we headed west out of Vi ctoria, the nex t vi ll age we
passed th ro ugh was ce lebratin g Veinte de Noviembre. The
Che vy somehow beca me an integral part of the parade, and
after much hat-waving and hoopla. with us not having the
faint est idea what these g uys were ce lebrating. off we went
aga in . hortl y after our ncar bru sh w ith fame in the parade
circ uit. G ill detoured us for what wou ld not be the last time
to sho\\' us thi s reall y coo l irri gati on chute. Christa and I
swam nekkid for a few minutes whi le Boehm strolled. Gill
too k pi ctures. and ti ch scuffed the ground and averted hi s
eyes a lot. We had nu idea how mu ch we would look forward
to returning here a week later.
10 \\" we were seri ousl y off to the mountain s. Brinco is
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located in a small village called Conrado Castillo. Getting
there is nothing short of a religious miracle. I believe the
tracks of the Chevy became reliefs of the Virgin de
Guadalupe as we climbed up the mountain pass, known as
Paseo de Ia Muerte. This is not a theatrical title. The road is,
or better was, a logging road used when there was a mill.
There is no mill now. The villagers talked about the government giving them a contract soon. Maybe by the time this is
published, they ' ll have a mill to go with the road.
It is about twenty miles from the valley floor to the village where Brinco is nestled. It took us a little under ten
hours to conquer this road. There is an ongoing argument
among the married Vreelands as to whose road was really
more treacherous. The measly short track the male Vreeland
encountered on his way to Cueva Pterodactyl, or the Brinco
Expeditions ' test of faith . His is backed by a seal of suffrage
from OMW, and he knows something about suffering (or so
he says.) At least we were assured by OMW that there were
no hotels along the way.
We had gotten about six hours into our ascent when we
lost our road at a beautiful glen with someone's weekend
retreat in a small compound (sorry Gill). Stich was pretty
sure it was the end of our journey-- later he would almost beg
for an end. Steve, Gill , and Christa went looking for the elusive trail, while I collected scattered cow bones. I'm a roadkill kinda gal, ya see. This glen was magnificent. It had a true
alpine feel to it. The mountainsides were a rich emerald carpet with beautiful, draping soft-needled pines. Every twenty
or so feet was a sink of some sort. The consensual joke was
that Julie Andrews was right around the corner ready to burst
into The Sound of Music at any moment.
There was a small spring-fed stream that ran through a
glade of some kind of poplar. It was there they found THE
ROAD . We all agreed, or Ediger decided for us (it was the
same thing, really), that we would stay the night in the glen.
Altitude sleeping is so nice after seven years of Austin. We
all set our camps up, Stich a little farther off than the rest of
us. I began to wonder if he knew about some caver-eating
beast that inhabited that region . He never did camp within
conversational distance of us. The firewood gathering began
in earnest shortly after setting up. We were doing a fine job
on our own, but Gill insi sted that the better wood was still in
the tree. Although there was quite a bit of dead wood hanging in the trees, it was not easily accessible. This would not
prove to matter tnuch, and every time a branch sputtered we
would be further admonished about the quality of ground
wood verses " wood that's in the tree."
The nex t morning we pointed in the direction of THE
ROAD and set off. We arrived in Conrado Castillo late that
afternoon. This place was so wondetful, I immediately tried
to rent a small house with grove and garden. Gill calmed me
down and set me to straightening the cabin Peter Sprouse
keeps for cavers. Damn, but there are a lot of fleas in those
mountajn towns. After the kitchen building had been made
useful and most of our stuff unloaded, Gill suggested we go
familiarize ourselves with the style of caving that Brinco
wou ld require.
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The entrance to the cave is 3 minutes out of the village.
The flora is a cross between the tropical rain forest and the
black forest. The ground is covered with several feet of pine
needles. The flooring makes a soundproofing effect that is
wonderfully eerie and gives a sense of timelessness . The
entrance itself has diamond dew lets dripping down fine hairlike vines. There is a species of bromeliad in abundance
growing out of the face of the rock, and everywhere are velvet blankets of moss. This is the caver's invitation to the
totally different world Brinco would offer.
The entrance was simple, with minor antique breakdown
about. The fust room was large but not magnificent. Gill led
us, with necks craned (you have to remember, we 're Texas
Cavers), to the flowstone chute that would forever change
my life. I was positive, knowing myself as well as I did, that
I hated climbing and heights of any kind. However, old fears
aside, I took to that cave like a newborn kangaroo looking for
its pouch. There are hundreds of ways to get where you're
going in that cave. Wonderful natural bridges that you have
to shimmy over, minuscule lips with fifty foot drops to inch
along, and wide avenues in huge tunnels where you could run
and whoop to your hearts ' content. A word of caution to new
cavers invited to one of the Mexican giants: your hosts and
guides love the oohs and ahs ' cause it makes them feel all
paternal, but don ' t go overboard in your exuberance because
cavers (especially the older ones) can get irritated quickly by
what might be perceived as silly behavior.
Still, I must say a just comparison to leaving Travis
County caves for the caves of Mexico is like a man finding
he 's free after twenty years of incarceration. Our first stint in
was only an hour or so. I think we made it to the Bat Room .
Dinner that night was festive. I was really excited about the
journey the following day. I didn ' t realize until I'd been told
months later just how irritating that much enthusiasm could
be. I'd like to thank Steve, Tim and Ediger for nurturing me
rather than quashing my enthusiasm. To this day, it has
allowed me the greatest memory of my life. The only other
thing we did that evening besides in·itate Gill with our firewood routine was sit around the fire with the village kids.
These kids get tickled pink watching Gringos mess with a
campfire, and we in no way disappointed them. Gill did
come up with another admonishment about the cap to the
water jug. I believe once it's lost, the water jug becomes
unusable, although I think those Mexican kids would have
argued heatedly against this.
We started off for the main assault on Brinco about nine
a.m. the next morning . Spirits were high , and we cruised
uneventfully through the area covered the day before. We
stopped for our first good break in the "changing room. " Thi s
is where you don wetsuits and peer into the little opening Gill
swore would open up. We were well rehearsed in the area
immediately ahead, referred to as the Sluice and the Crack of
Doom . It was interesting enough going up a tubelike formation with water flowing down, no handholds and very little
room . After you clear the Sluice you get to stand up, but that
is all. You are now in the Crack of Doom. After handling the
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Crack of Doom both coming and going, we all adopted full
Scottish brogue whenever referring to it, so that it became the
Cmaack o ' Doooom to us forever. After the Crack is a small
attic room where we rested again. I needed emergency treatment for the zipper of my wetsuit, which, thanks to one person sitting on my chest, one person coaching, one person taking pictures and Stirn averting hi s eyes , we were able to
repair. We had now been in the cave a little over four hours
I believe.
The next area would be my last, an injury terminating
the trip early. A word of advice here, if I may. To any new
cavers reading this: if you are tired, or better yet, if you ' re not
sure, and your arms or legs are trembling, STOP! Rest will
not make you look bad , and even if it did , it's your life you
need to save. Fellow cavers are apt to be more pi ssed off
dealing with a rescue attempt in impossible circumstances
than losing a few minutes here and there. A word to you
advanced cavers: one of the things that has always bothered
me about our recruiting techniques is we throw ' em in
Whirlpool for a weekend , have 'em help with a clean-up or
two, and call them cavers. A trip comes up, and off they go.
Where is the safety training? I don ' t mean a few do s and
don'ts, either. I had been in many caves here in the Austin
area, many with superb cavers. I don ' t ever remember coaching on what-if's. What if you get wedged, what 's right,
what's wrong? Muscle fatigue and its dangers. Bad air and
procedure with such, like DON 'T RUN. Some of you may
laugh at that one, but it's a normal reaction when you think
you ' re out of air. Gulp and run .
O.K. , I didn ' t mean to get off on that tangent, but I had
to terminate the best trip of my life because I di slocated my
shoulder in the room after the Crrraack o' Dooooom. That
area is called the Lunar Way. It looked just like a giant hall
of swiss cheese. The solutioned rock was carved out with
giant holes leading from one block to another. You could go
over, through, or a combination of both. There were crystal
pools of water in the bottom of each section, and the ceiling
was about seven feet high. I was in the third box or so, with
Gill and Stim far in the lead and Christa, Steve and me in the
rear. I reached out and grabbed a loop of rock and swung forward. It was really a nice move, but my hand didn ' t come
with me. When I fell back, it was still obstinately holding on
to that piece of rock . My shoulder screamed, and my trip was
over. I remember spending the time waiting for Gill and Stim
to come back shaking and apologizing to Steve and Christa.
They both assured me they were about done for, anyhow, and
it was no big deal.
I won't belabor you with the withdrawal trip, except to
say my shoulder readjusted itself in the sluice. It was a regurgatatingly painful experience. We made it back to camp in
mid afternoon. After a brief rest and a few cookies, the others were off investigating again . I laid in the sun and felt
sorry for myself a while longer.
There's a neat thing that happens several times a day up
there. The cloud s lower to cover the top peaks and fill the
valley floor. It's really beautiful hav ing clouds sw irling
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around you r feel. The local kids came by and wondered at me
sunnin g. Crazy gringo. They brought the vill age pi glets up
for a visit, and together we ate most of the app les and
bananas we had . There is so much more to say about the vil lage and all its inhabitants, but no time or space here.
It started raining that aftern oon after the others returned
from thei r further ex ploits. At first it didn ' t bother us much ;
we had the ca bin for back-up. Gi ll qui zzed one of the vil lagers abo ut how long it wo uld last. The conditi on of the road
hadn ' t dawned on us yet, bu t I beli eve it was beginning to
gnaw at Gi ll . The loca ls reass ured us it never rained long. I
be li eve, however, time there is measured in seasons, not
hours. We spent the ni ght with the wood stove burning, pl aying ca rds in Sprouse 's cabi n. Th ank God we fo und that Stirn
did indeed have a sense of humor. It seemed at the lowest
point, he lllrned on with hil arity. It was an O.K. ni ght, after
all . ' ept for the neas. The next day we just hun g out washin g clothes and bathin g in the nearby spring.
By now, it was time to head out, everyone silently eager
to be go in g home. We made it down the mountain in about
six hours and headed into Vi ctoria fo r BEER. We had somehow overl ooked takin g any up with us and had onl y five cans
stas hed in Gill 's "emerge ncy onl y" crate. We had drunk those
by Tuesday. After proc urin g the cerveza, we went back to the
irri gati on chu te (nee Sc hlitterbahn ) to camp. This was what
Sti ch was sure would be our last ni ght in Mex ico. Ooooh,
how sad ly mi staken we all were, for Gill had other pl ans.
Aft er our shoppin g ex pediti on in Victoria, we were seriously
headed for th e border. About two hours dow n the road, Gill
veen.:d wes t. Chri sta, Steve, and I were onl y mildl y alarmed
at thi s detour. Stich. however, was hav ing spitting fits. Gill
exp lained th at he just knew we' d love thi s littl e town in the
mount ai ns where the Virgin had miracul ously appeared on a
cave wa ll . The tow n had hastil y built a cathedral around the
cntran ce to pay ho mage to yet anot her unex pl ainab le
Mexica n miracl e. The place is ca ll ed El Chorrito, and I highly reco mmend it.
0. K .. been there clone that. off we go again . This time we
knew we wouldn't make the border, so Gill drove well into
the ni ght and pull ed dow n a ranch road to ca mp. With Gill
ass uring us that it was fin e to lay our bed roll s in front and
behind th e Chevy. we cras hed . The foreman of the ranch and
hi s sidekick came barreling dow n the road about 3 a. m.,
rather inebriated an I shoc ked to find us. Boehm and I, not
hav ing lea rned our lesson at the bridge. were up and answering questions to St. I eter before we rea li zed th at it was onl y
the ranch ·r. and we had not been run over. All was well , and
they w ·nt along the ir way. We wen t back to sleep. I think .
The nex t morning. Stim was unnecessaril y grumpy. We
all decided to head out for the first com ida ava iIable. Once
wc found a res taurant. St im refused to come in, stating an
immense dis li ke for anything remotely Mex ican at thi s point.
hri sta. Gi ll. and I wen t in and ordered. A brilli ant idea was
born at the table. Wc all we nt back out to the truck with
stra ight faccs complain ing and shakin g our heads. After Gi ll
had turned down endless mea nderin g streets. Tim asked what
,,.c were doing . We told him an American student had
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attempted to assassinate the president of Mexico the night
befo re, and the borders were closed for a few days, at least
until they caught him. Stich let off in a tirade that continued
once a minute until we crossed the border later that day. We
didn ' t tell him the truth until the American side. It was almost
the highli ght of an already highlighted trip . Here 's to ya,
Stich, and thanks for becoming such a wonderful friend in
time of need. To Gill, Steve, and Christa, thanks for the memories. I hope I have many more, with other equally wonderful people. . -

El Volcan
Trip Date November 2-6, 1995
Personnel Jody Horton , Susie Lasko, Charley Savvas, Matt
Schram, Bev Shade, Peter Sprouse, and Spencer Woods.

by Bev Shade
This impressive cave is located near San Antonio de las
Al azanas, Coahuila, which in turn is SE of Saltillo. The cave
had been located during an earlier trip this fall , over Labor
Day weekend.
That trip had concluded with a final-day-push in which
we surveyed down to about 250 meters; much of that in the
impressive 5-drop entrance series. Although the nice pits had
turned into a consistent dip of approximately 40 degrees,
sometimes big and sometimes ... not, Charley had scouted a
good di stance ahead of the terminal station, and we were all
exc ited about a return trip.
Eventually, it was set for the weekend following the
Powell 's project. I fought with some strange sense of responsibility, and finally dropped one last class, and skipped out of
Houston on Thursday afternoon. As these things invariably
go, we left Austin late, and didn't get to the campsite until
Friday afternoon. Preparations (such as sleep) were made for
a kamikaze trip on Saturday, and indeed, Saturday morning
bright and early ( ll :30), we queued up in the potato field all
of 30 yards away from our camp. It was awfully cushy to be
camped so close to the cave, on domesticated ground, but no
one compl ained.
Following drop 5, the last of the significant entrance
drops, there is a considerable amount of crawling and climbing passage to get to the next pair, with several nasty constrictions, and a small drop in between. Drops 7 and 8 are
stacked nearl y on top of each other, and what they lack in
size is made up for by having to squeeze through a crack out
over the hole to properl y get on rope.
The first 6 drops had been rigged on Friday, so instead
of waiting for the riggers to deal with 7 and 8, we surveyed
up an infeeder, one of the few significant leads.
Characteri zed by helictites and mud, we followed it up to an
eas ily di ggable constriction that led into comparable passage,
but we were feeling the ogre of time and headed back to our
main goals. By the time we got to the last station of the first
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trip, the pu sh team was gone, and we set off survey ing.
The other side of the survey generall y continued along
our earlier dip, leading , us to drop 9, which opened into a
room containing a large flow stone mound . However, thi s
quickl y degenerated into more crawling stuff, until we hit the
Unlucky Strike, whose smallness was accentuated by all the
sharp edges left from the mass ive hammering job required to
open it. However, we were rewarded at the end of thi s strike
(maybe 30 meters?) with Paradise pit, roughl y a 20-meter
drop. At the bottom of Paradise, there was a pleasantly spacious room , with some big boulders scattered about. Ducking
under one of these boulders brought us to drop II , which was
less than 5-meters, and the last rope for the cave.
It was here that we ran into the push team , who'd hit the
bottom and were on their way out, looking for possible
bypasses on the way. They indicated that after a bit of down
and around and under we would arrive at a long steep tube
plunging into a hopeless mud sump.
After a short chat, we set off surveying again at II p.m.,
as the push team continued their exit. The "bit of' stuff to the
sump turned into several hours, and as I watched Spencer
sliming his way down the final tube, tape in hand, I was glad
that my end of the tape only had to go part way down . The
angle and mud made this passage particularly interesting.
Peter estimated our depth at 350 meters .
With the surveying wrapped up, we turned around. It
was sometime after I a.m., and after some interminable
crawl ways, we got back--to the end of the first survey. A bit
of fog intervenes, punctuated by scrambling over lips to haul
up my tether, and one really uncooperative belly constriction,
but I eventually found myself fragging just feet below the
rock that spans the entrance (making that a little squeeze,
too--to straddle the 30-meter pit and rig in). I staggered out
into a gorgeous Sunday morning at 8:30, 21 hours after we'd
entered.
We got out of camp sometime in the afternoon , and were
in Austin by I :30 a.m., Monday. I then got the additional
thrill of repacking my truck and driving back to Houston by
5:30, and even made it to the first class of the day. . -

Updraft Cave, Lawrence County Tennessee
Trip Date
Personnel

June 13 , I 995 ,
Steve Keselik, Gary Vance

by Steve Keselik
For several years my wife and I have been visiting her
brother Gary and hi s family in Te nnessee. They li ve in
Lawrence County, which is 70 miles south of Nashville.
There are lots of caves in thi s area, many of which Gary has
explored. With each of our visits I look forward to a littl e
underground adventure with him .
New caving leads often present themselves at strange
times, and so it was with Updraft Cave. Early one cold winter morning, while dri ving to town, Gary noticed steam bl ow-
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ing from the ground beside the road. Closer inspection
revealed a small opening with strong outward air fl ow.
Definitely a good sign, but the opening seemed impossibl y
small , and so it stayed that way for several more years.
In June 95 , dri ven by our quest for g lory, we dec ided to
have another look at thi s enticement. A quick search lead us
to the opening. It still looked small , but not impossible. A
person could probably have slipped straight down about 6
feet before getting hopelessly wedged . There just wasn' t
enough roo m to move your arms once in the opening. About
8 feet down , a protruding rock shelf bl ocked our view, and
formed a reall y tight spot. Small rocks dropped down the
opening could be heard tumbling pas t the shelf and landin g
with a dull thump a short time later. We pi ctured a low dirtfloored crawlway beneath the shelf.
The time had come to break out the digging tools. These
consisted of one 20 oz. framing hammer and a I 1/2'' x 8'
piece of steel pipe. We started by grooming the top of the
opening. There were many projecting rock fl akes which
began to loosen as we hammered on them. Carefully these
pieces were handed to the surface so as not to drop and fill
the envisioned crawl way. Within a few minutes we were able
to fit into the upper portion of the entrance, but there still
wasn't much room to sw ing a hammer. Time for the pipe.
With Gary in the hole to position the pipe and me on the surface beating on the end, our work went quickly. We were
even able to reach the tight spot at the shelf and enl arge it.
Gary slowl y slid hi s legs under the shelf and sat down .
Bending sideways he was able to peer under. To hi s surpri se
it opened up into a medium size room with an 8' drop to the
fl oor. After a short look around , he climbed back up to the
surface. There was definitely going cave.
Excitedly, we geared up for a qui ck assess ment of the
cave. Climbing down the entrance shaft, the air fl ow could be
felt. Dust or dirt knocked from the sides blew up past our
faces. It was an easy climb down to the fl oor. The room was
walled on one end by a large block of breakdown. Climbing
around , it led to a short low crawl with walking passage on
the far side. It opened up on all sides to reveal a large room,
approximately 20' hi gh, by 30' wide, by 150' long. Bl ocks of
breakdown covered the fl oor. Large tree roots could be seen
hanging from the ceiling. As we walked along, we noticed
several 8' pits in the floor. A quick climb dow n terminated in
small , loose breakdow n with good air flow. Back up at the
main level, we explored a few of the side leads, some of
which opened up into medium-sized rooms. We didn ' t noti ce
any formations , but we were impressed by all of the breakdown everyw here.
Alas, it came time to go, with several good leads yet to
check . Reluctantl y, we began to head for the entrance. The
climb up and out was interesting, but with the help of a few
well placed tree roots, it was manageable. With the sati sfaction of a success ful dig behind us, we loaded up and drove
back to town. Thi s was the last da y of our stay in Tennessee,
so many questi ons are left in my mind about those side leads.
We' ll be back , this one just keeps calling my name. . -
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